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March

Louis

Washington. March 15 The renuh- licang in the house went into the
caucus statehood bill at 3:06 (this
afternoon.
liy a vote . f 126 to 36 the republican
house caucus voted to 8taad by the
nouse siateiKKHl bill.
Insurgents Get Together. Too.
The caucus of the house Insurgents
on the statehood bin adjourned at
2:10.
The-- insurgents decided to at
tend the house conference today And
vote 4i a body to concur in the senate
amendments to the bill. If this mo
tion falls, the insurgents decided to
accept the bill for two states, if the
Foraker amendment for a referendum
vote in relation to Arizona and NewMexico shall be retained. There were
thirty members present and they do
not 'consider that the conference will
be binding cn the participants.
Money for Investigation.
The Townsend resolution, confer
ring additional power on the Interstate Commerce Commission to make
special investigation as authorizes in
resolution, pass
the Tillman-Gillespied the house today. The resolution
was amended by striking out $50,000
appropriation on the statement by
Tawney that the commission was to
submit an estimate which probably
would aggregate 1150.000.
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CITY WATER

GILLENWATER!

As..:

"y-

00
"THE TOBACCO

TRUST SENT 673,000,000

It In cold type and the unfavorable'
comments it would create, he asked
the business manager that it be mod
ified, and the uext day his request,
was complied with.
To copie right down to facts, the
animus o' this warrior's assault, can
be traced to the stand The Citizen
has taken and is taking relative to the
water question, and to a certain little
transaction which the captain brought
upon himself, a littie over a year ago,
when he tried to have the council
pass an ordinance extending the
present franchise of the Water company.
His scheme, or offer, was promptly
exposed, and the council dropped the
matter cf extending the franchise.
It Is the universal expression, today, among all classes of citizens.
and even among the captain's few
friends, that he made a miserable
fool of himself, yesterday, and, on
..his fctiblect. the
Morning Journal,
which can see nothine wrong in the
alderman, li all good, says:
"Every good citizen will have to
regret aud condemn the action of
Captain Gillenwater. yesterday afternoon, in going- to The Citizen office
and making a threatening demonstra
tion with ti pistol. In certain parts of
the country sue!) conduct was regarded as proner. a few years "go,
but that time has passed. We have
advanced too much in civilization to
mtirove of sun arguments under any
circumstances."

TO CHINA LAST YEAR,"

STANDARD OIL IS

AND STRONG FIRE WATER!
This Combination Lead the Gallant Alderman and
Bloodless Warrior to Threaten Murder and
the Universal Sentiment Among Citizens Is lie Made an Ass of Himself.
t
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POSTPONED A WEEK
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Scarface

ho!

4

4 4
once m the outside, on belr.s called
to coward, '"( pulled his revolver, and.
with a curse word, said "he would
It. was
kill the business manager."
then, after he had puib'u his un,
mat :t small pieie of gas pipe was
but the
handed to the one assail-- d.
latter liad no opportunity to use
same, fur by that time this gaUaat
public official, who declares he is
above criticism, beat a retreat to his
ottice at the Montezuma Tium com- pany.
No article had appeared in this paper before the assault of yesterday
thai would nave prompted
murder from Gillenwanr or anyone
le, except In the ease, of a ra-zor a beastly Intoxicated man. or any
uii.er irrespoiisuinAiuerman lihlenw aier was not jusu- ne,t in carrying a pistol wiui uie m- ;
ion ot wriakr.iK vengeance tor
aliesed imaKiuury wrongs,
It seems, howewr. tnat lie has
taken exceptions to this paper s re- 4
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Missouri Case in New York Moroccan Situation Remains
Goes Over at the
Complete Deadlock as
Request
on Yesterday.

hereabouts,
thrived on the frontie
twenty odd years ago and shot up
Millions, dar.oe balls ana peppered
see teiiuerfeet ' trim:
r'.w ground t
ituej
fhe east do the dance act.
were all moral cowards, though!, has
A'bnqueniue wl'nessed a more thorscene
oughly distract fui frontier
hau that enacted by a piato! toter,
V.
H. OHlenwater, tne aid-- j
Third ward, in Th- - fit
'nd'. : the
yes'erd.iy afternoon, when
yer
he Cal I'd' and stated, in his own
words 'thar. be had a gun on his
person' and came over to use ii "
aptain thouc'it. no doubt,
The
with 'tis shiniUK recorn as a runuei
IPMil danger in the Philippines uujbis iruwe.i iu the mountain moon
re
shine d. st nets id Teinies.ee, v lit ttiey carry gnus iiid stioo'.i unsuspeeni.ir i.e'son, concealedo vvbehind
.1.to
he had to
trees, ill a1
lir.gs,
,
.........
a h
ay that ne
ia!!-.on the wau-.j';e - r ion.
!
biiue-- s eutiiaser atM force of. and . s
&m .ai evil
oil Hi' Kaieafce n.aiiei,
reporters won il I ollie oi.'eeLn
impinre proposition and othi r matters, when
k liee
tear, and, or. ii;.:
except himself.
to sjvnuj other alderman.
ot
ibis grea'
has se n fit to bear a urie atu e to
lives, ''.
audi an extent as to commit leoiy
:
bilniness
murder.
den ikTs.
i
TL .t"icie anejit the garbage ma'
Noticing !3
and his hog ranch, which
t"r
yel!t Slre.'.. t.redoze, ant tri
.
recently published :ii The t'i'ion,
C'iur-oud
dominated iu hi, aiieg-the
ul;
as obtained in a talk one
hi.-- .
i.ihre
bean, (tie
reporter.! I.al with tho owner of the
murderous intent! be aw an t.t!..r-h- : hotf
ranch. Iilir.tf f. i.:i I v.l.e;i he a.lW
eft fie. i!'d
n:
t unity to es.t; e '
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TO AVOID STRIKE

Way Excuse Rockefeller

New York. March 15 The Standard!
Oil Investigation conducted by Mis-- !
souri, scheduled to bo resumed here

which had made trlct as the center of the storm. It is
considered certain that there will be
, Points.
something of a clash between President Dolan of 'the Plttiburg district
and President Mitchell and many are
Algeciras, March 15. The Moroc- inclined to believe that this conflict
be best accomplished by follow may
have far reaching consequences.
coaa situation is unchanged. A com could
messago to con No official
ing
president's
the
pleto deadlock prevails.
notification of the conven- Tho inter'i'e nuii-p- i mw- - Itlon was sent to the officials of the
ruption of discussion is due to the
41 s
uiug
iiirafluii;
tue
irai but predicted that issue created Pittsburg district, but notwithstandlack of elasticity in the Kronen and san,
ing this direct slight, President
German instructions.
will be paramount in the next presi
Secretary William Dodds and
dential
election.
.
... t I l.i n I. I) .1 : .. ..
T
'i
AMERICAN SCHOOLS GET
by
report
speaking
prefaced
his
,'.'wp.
He
.,,""J . ,"u
CONCESSIONS IN SYRIA
Constantinople,
15. Tho ing
March
7
the corjmltteea action on tno vention.
e
There Is conslderahla
American legation here has acknowlbill, which made it an embar- edged a note of the porte's yielding
concerning tbe attitude
illation
..
to
submit
that
task
views
tl
to the American demand for udmis-sio- n wou,dgno.
bo concur
in by the com
SJS a
'to
rKiTh.
free of duty at. Beirut, of all
consignments for
American
tho
' m Lssion there s sure to lie trouble,
schools In Syria.
.
the bill was brought, into the senate
dU,l??1 ' verlr vow'
P,1,t"I?u,r
In a form not entirely satisfactory to "V
BAD WEATHER HOVERS
Hllr,'Ck IfIan h?
OVER NATION'S CAPITAL. any two members. Party lines were'
"y,
down In tho committee and the '?end
ln
Washington, D. C. March 15. A broken
bill U in the senate by reason of five
heavy enow storm prevailed In and
At"th. headquarters of the miners
around Washington throughout the
.hSlttherB
night, followed liy a heavy downpour
f
and
.,B 11 R'lin
reported the bill there
Telegraph and telephone el?ht senatorsdifference,
of rain.
of
""easiness scorning the,
opinion
of
arc
radical
hw
service has been affected by the among them as to
th convtnt'on;
amendments
the
taf
'
storm.
needed. This lack of harmony brings mak w' X
bo
about an anomalous situation in , hul"T
out
WORST STORM Or THE
which a member of the minority is '""""ent that a compromise will be
WINTER IN NEW YORK. put In charge or legislation generally T
,
,
."
?
wdwl- - bul,
New York, 'March 15. The severest regarded as the cherished scheme
prevent
on
general
a
strike
storm of the winter began here last the president, with whose general pol-- . .
Pril 1. manj rthera are.no so con- night ami continues today.
Icy and principles that member is not
eptable to tho operators
SENATOR DEPEW IS
is designed to carry Into effecL his
or less disastrous to the interLAID UP FOR SESSION. own
convictions and more
of the United Mine Workers.
Washington, D. C, March 15.
the reiterated demands of the party ests
The siiuiiUon in thi bituminous dis
S.'iator l'latt, last night, for the first to which be belongs. This reason.
uncertain and the
time, virtually admitted that his col- Tillman says, brings out thef act more tricts is equally
,
,
.if ;,
'
1
'
b
league, Senator IX'pew, ia ill, and
clearly that the bill is
,i
T
t, pet form bis official duties, lie and he dec lared. "Woe will be harvest f Ldrwblr
's
'
or,., nu,.nl.i, r ,Kr .hull
declined to discuss the nature of
" l""
r.V
iilpess or to comment in any kill the bill by subterfuge and decep operators, which has been called to
on
IPth day of this
hern
the
way on its cause, but said his colniet
tion."
,
month.
league is at his residence In
and really a sick man.
l'latt
St. Louis Wool Market.
Chicago Cattle Market.
does not expeci him to resume his
Wb,.l market,
St. l.ouis, March U
duties in the senate this
Chicago, March 15. Cattle receipts,
s eady, unehunged.
Doctor Denies Critical Condition.
15.0011;
market, steady; beeves, $a.90-- ,
New VtU. March 15.
Dr
J. V.
5i 5. fin;
Metal Market.
stockera and feeders, J2.50(?x- physician to Senator llepew,
N'ew
York. March 15. I. end and II. to; cows and heifers. tl.COfa 5.15;
wii-city, copper, steady, unchanged.
i, :!! a! his home in th
Texans, $:i.i;r(((l 11.45.
list night that the coudiiion
.
p.i:i-':thi.-is critical.
of
posed amendments,

a unanimous report from the committee impossible.
Without hesitation, the scnatni de
clared it to be his belief, that the hill
should 'be amended and that this

Do-la- n,

oM-ne-

:
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tnrVr'ljK

The,,
Nert VO!!.. M.lT
rs
V' ri:
dure Ko sevelt and
nl be among
)
of the pr- - Kidet 's i
the hundreds of prominent persons
a
ihut wiii iti'eud ti.--a the
mid Cn-tmatKV ot Haeji.-i
; d
ll..-.tunica',
Me'.rop
will l.e
Hiitnperd.nk'.- - fiiiun- - op-rOpera t
given by the Mctroi-oUiii-- i
f 'he Legal Aid
for the
Society, m which Mrs Koosevet and
t ar- - dt-p'.also 1'resi :. i.t

''

fler, represent-iWo dward
a,sle.-it:g Haense! au,l (ire.
in the
.
tiding a stairoi,,!.,. with aiu-eiy to guard hem.
.Viiionj; the patron- - - of tiif lienefi' pertormaiif e, ti.o- f whom wiii
pre.-e- Mrs. Koost
are.
e't Mrs. l: in. a.. H i.son, the
'
orary chairman;
Mrs
John Jac;b As or. M
Goelet, Mrs
IVancis McNeill H.uo! .'r., Mrs.
les T. Harney, M- -,
J. ju-wind. Mrs. Josep.i il
noaie, .Mrs.
Ogdea Codiivati. M - Cleveland II.
in'erestid. A souvenir, retired
iMk.gi.', Mrs.
Mrs. V. Kverit
der the direction of l.oi
t 'xiii'tiL'
cr ra 's of the
Mrs. Unir-'- e 1'. McClellan, Mrs.
lar iind
3T5.:!v,
i i! ::'. singers Klifeu Root. Mrs. .!. f Morgan, Mrs.
tal.ini; par' in the i fo'tr.aiu " and of Henry Parish, jr.. Mr- - Jamos Spoyor.
Mi.rl;
Mrs.
o'.hi-n. jiu;u.,:;. Mrs. William
contributor.-'- .
jr3-:- r.
I. S. Uieff. it n. ifci- Spick von
Heiirv T. Kmck. Ac'.r-- v.
,
Mrs.
Mrs. J.
Hrtnder Ma' thews na.1 i'r Lynuiti
on this oc- KenuraJy Tod, Mrs 'letiry Vi!!ard and
Abbott, will !
a
drawing
:
Mrs.
iroi.'.:.-pM.
e
W;iOruitcasion. The
p
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CONDITIONS
IN NAVAL ACADEMY.
('., March S The
at Aniiaiioiis have been
1

.

THE YERKES WILL IS

standaril
'o prevent a
scl.iilurshi) according to the s'ate-- !
llouapart.e to the
merit of
hi. use committee on naval affairs,
Ilr.Uiaiicy has been discouriiged
ot trade union agreement
an a
Chicago. 11, March 15. The last
ha . existed to hold all midshipmen
il
will aiid testament of the late street
Ion a dead level, so fur as class
will
:ir) car magnate diaries T.
are eoncerm d. the
;n. conillil''--come up for probate in the probate
i
court this aftrn.'on and t,ie outcome
of the proceed! g.s Is awaited with
SIC EVENT AMONG
V. M. C. A. OF WISCONSIN.
The widow of
considerable hreresl
i
:t. Wis., March 15
The state the testator, now Mrs Miuer, who
cbampionship niwt,
here fr.m New York a short
v. M C A
whit-:hero tonight. tine- - ago, to biok after her interests
wtil tiil.e plii
in the estate, will probably be present
t
pr..ii'1-.i be one of the
ef 'iiit k:n.l ever held iu this in per.si n or be represented by couti-m.-''
when the case Is taken up. It had
u 'o the u.sual pr.i-t
In
rt.ni.iiig and field events the been repor d that she Intended to
grain
,,..; ',a'i c'..ui.;iionsiii) win be de decline 'o serve U.-- one of the trustees
The Milwaukee under the will, but it is now underat tii.- i.i.
be Kailroad Y. M. C. A. stood 'hut she has changed her min i
Cell' rai
repre-enteby strong und will serve toge'lur with Mr.
w
bram-hrwli.' is trie only one of the
i.i.'c n:c f tbe onteU
team, and
trustee, wan !.as ai. ii.titi.ite know
inter a.t ny
i, .tw-- it ' .v:'l:
throughout the cdi:,. of Vie
and of the lll't'l
a.'.::s
'
Pies Which Will be ca. le.. of l's Ill.lU.lJetl.cn'
state. A
The :i!y surviving ui tuber.-- f the
repr.-.-ca'e Mi.wauke'. ILlftiae.
Janeoville, Ueloit. family iinTrioiu-in the will an- the
Keno.-ii- i
i
widow,
ti Mrs. M'.ner. Ch.irli a T.
viilere and
Freep-Ji'tIii--

g
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ROOSEVELT FAMILY

TROUBLE

FOR

?,J1..emi?"."d

today, was adjourned until March 23.
Henry" W'ollman, acting for Attorney
General Hadley, said that lioth sides
agreed to postponement. It is expected
that, some agreement will be reached
between the attorney general and the
officials of the Standard Oil company,
in accordance with, which. A. IL Rogers. H. M. Tilford, W. H. Tilford and
VV.
M. Van Uuren will appoar upon
the stand and answer all questions
which may be put to them. It is expected that. in. that case the attorney
general will consent to waive the appearance upon the stand of John. I).
Rockefeller, who has been successfully d:dglng the officials ot the court
who had been sent out to nummou
1:1 in to appear as a witness.

!

SENATOR

North Eeatern Coast

From Testifying.

LOOKING

Indianapolis, March, 15. Tho national conrentkiu of the Mine Workers
of America opened at 10 o'clock this
morning with, over 1,000 delegates
present, representing 1,461 locals. Tiie '
convention was called by President
Mitchell to consider questions whtch
may arise in an agreement with the
coal operators, which will prevent a
general strike on April 1.
The conference with the operators
will betln here Monday next.
The
question of cornpromiso with the operators on tho wage question will come
before the convention. Another matter to bo decided upon, is what is
known as the Ryan resolution, agreeing that no district shall sign a wage
agreement until all the districts elgn.
This-wil- l
have the effect of preventing the bituminous miners from signing before tbe anthracite miners shall
sign. The first business of the convention
was tbe work of organising, and the
greater part of tho day was taken up
with tho credentials of the delegates.
Mitchell Hopes for Best.
President Mitchell in his address
reviewed the situation and expressed
tho hope that while the operators are
not united they will agree on reasonable concessions.
The delegates were elected by
tho local unions
in . the same
manner as for regular conventions,
lioth anthracite and bituminous coal
minors will be represented in this convention, which, according to the call,
has been summoned together "for ihe
purpose of considering tho wage scale
and the transaction of such other
business as may' lawfully be brought
before the convent log.
A storm Is brewing within the or- -

TILLMAN
PRESENTS RATE REPORT
Washington,
March 15. Senator
Tillman preeonted to the senate his
report from the committee on Interstate Commerce, on the houde railroad
views,
rate bill, which expressed
OF LAWYERS OF EACH SIDE OUR SCHOOLS GET FAVORS but he did not pretend to his
speak for
any other member of the committee.
It emtiodleil a clear and concise state
Thought That Some Compromise Severe Storm Center Over Several ment ot tho differences concerning the

DAUGHTERS CF REVOLUTION
IN SESSION IN MAINE.
Ilaniior, Me., March 13. Several
hundred delegates to the annual meeting of the state council of the Order
of tho ItauKhters of tne American
Revolution, which opens bro today,
have arrived here and a large attendance is expected at the conyention.
In former years the meetluKs of the
state council were held in January, QUARANTINE REGULATIONS
AGAINST CUBAN PORTS.
bu; the date was changed, In the hope
New Orleans, La., March 15. The
that it would be possible to induce quarantine
restrictions against Cuba
a larger number of delegates to attend
the meetings. Last year the session aud the Central American ports, and
of the council had to be iwstiMned which were .recently adopted by the
on account, of a terrific storm and. slate board of health, go into effect
unfortunately the weather was not W(la'
much more favorable at the time when
Effective in Mobile.
the meeting actually was held. The
Mobile, Ala., Marc a 15. In confenu- local chapters of the order have niadf
With the action of the Marine
pvretiKlvu iiretmratior'
for the reeen- tion and entertainment K' the dele Hospital service and the resolution of
gates fr(.m other pans of the state "e quarantine board of Mobile bay,
quarantine regulations adop-.eand have arranged tor a number fl'"
against infected or suspicious ports in
social functions.
the' West Indies and Central America
effective today.
COLORADO Y. M. C. A.
NOW IN SESSION, j
MAINE'S GOVERNOR AND
Colorado Springs, Colo., Marcn 15.
STAFF IN BOSTON.
Tilily UtO secretaries and prominent
l'oston. Mass., March 15. Governor
leaders of the Y. M. C. A. branches
in this state are in attendance at the Cobb of Maine and nearly ail tue memstate conference tor Il:e discussion j bers of his staff are xpected here
this afternoon and wi! be tho guests
mat "t . which
of
here today. Kv.ry branch in the state) of honor at the annua 'anqiiet of the
An Interesting pru-- j State of Maine clut) in Ins city. Iur
is represented.
'ate b;;ard of
Krain has been prepared arid several ing Mm afternoon
an .aai session at
will address trade, w ill hold l
dUtingulslwd fj.eakr
''he club bouse.
the conference.
r.--

DOLAN

$150,000

e

ARE STILL QUIET

j

of Attorneys Mc.Millin ar.U Klock. who are dePolice Judge Crawfending Alderman Gillenwater, hU trial before
:
o'clock, to lo o'clock
ford was postponed from this morning, at
tomorrow morning.
Tho alderman is under arrest for carryic; concealed a deadly
weapon, and also for drawing a. deadly weapon and handling the
tame in a threatening manner.
t
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News Item.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

I

6

Today.

EXPLODES

15

Met

Indianapolis

in

FATALLY

of the First National
a race track niau, locked his
bank of this city, was arrested last wife in the bath room today, and
night. In a sensational manner, for then shot and killed himself. Miss
tailing to appear as witness before Reynolds, said to have formerly been
t'he Drake investigating
cbrnmlttef an intimate friend ot Nosser, deHe was returned to the city today clared that tUe ueed was the conseon a writ of habeas corpus.
Davis quence of a stormy scene, last night,
noted on the advice of the hank's at whein the actress called at the' Nos-se- r
torney. In refusing to appear before
home. The wife is reported to
the committee, holding that the in have objected to the call, and during
formation which was nought from the argument which followed, Nosser
hitn was absolutely confidential, and swallowed a small done of laudanum.
which he had no right to make Both women united in saving him,
public.
and Miss Reynolds stayed all night
The committees attorneys feared with the wife. This morning, when
that to attempt to arrest him in the Mrs. Nosser was In the bath room,
ordinary way would cause delay, the husband locked the door, and afthrough habeas corpus, and the legal ter a few heated words with Miss
contest which would follow. So they Reynolds, legati shooting.
took the unusual means of arresting
liim and then hurrying him from the STATE AUDITOR FOUND
city In an automobile,
before the
GUILTY OF EMBEZZLING.
15.
Ind.,
Indianapolis.
local courts could Issue any writ.
March
The party in the automobile was David E. Sherrick. former auditor of
taken to Sharon, ten miles from tne the state, was today found guilty of
city, where a traction car was taken embezzlement. He was tried on the
At that city the train .charge of the misuse of $127.00", be- for Dayton
was taken for Sprinfield, where the lontring to the state. He resigned on
party stopped at. a hotel. Officers ar-- j demand of the governor, and the
rived from Cincinnati with copies of. money has since been paid back to
the habeas corpus this morning, and. the state treasurer,
j
the prisoner was released.
The Drake committee summoned FEDERAL COURT GRANT
Davis to testify whether the bank
STATE COURT DENIAL,
paid a gratuity or interest to Cbunty
Boise, March 15. The attorneys for
Treasurer Mynicks. ns tin- neaps of u,e imprisoned leaders of the Western
securing the deposit of county funds. Federation, Moyer, Haywood and Pet- t! bone, today presented petitions for
PLAN TO UNITE METHODIST
cf habeas corpus to Judge
.writs
MISSIONS IN JAPAN. Beatty of the United States district
15. The, court. The Judge took the matter
Baltimore, Wd.. March
Methodist Mission Commission d( r advisement. The petition contains
met. here today at ihe Mount Vernon practically
the same statement.? as
Place Methodist Episcopal church, for were made before the state supreme
the purpose cf perfecting the union ot court, which Tuesday refused to grant
the various Methodist missions in fhe writs.
Japan,
At the present time all
Caldwell toOrchard was taken
branches of Methodism are doing day, to be arraigned before District
work in that, country and in conse- - Judge Track Smith, under the indict- iuence their stregtn is devidert and ment charging him with the murder
they do not accomplish as much as of Steuncnlfry.
they should. The churchfs Interested
Some Law Remains in Land.
in the movement are the Methodist.
United States District Judge Beatty
Kplscopal, the .Methodist Episcopal this afternoon granted writs of habeas
South, the Methodist. Protestant, the corpus petitioned for by the attorneys
Methodist,
the United for Mover, Haywood and Pettibcne,
Canadian
Brethren and the Evangelical Associa- returnable on Monday when the mattion. Among the prominent delegates ter will bo argued and submitted.
who are attending the conference are
flishon Earl Cranston, cf Washington; MELTED METAL FALLS
Bishop C. W. Galloway, of Mississ
ON WORKMEN IN PIT.
ippi; Bishop A. W. Wilson, of BaltiPittsburg, March 15. An explosion
more; Bishop Kphart of the United of hot metal at the converting mill of
Brifurui, and others.
the Edaar Thompson steel works at
Braddock. Pa., early today resulted
injury of eight workMuney Market.
In the
All were terribly burned and
Now York. March 15. Money on men.
call, strong; higher, T)Mc; prime several may die. The explosion ocsilver, curred while the men were at work lu
paper, HCi'SVsC;
mercantile
t!4rSiC,
the cinder pit.

lavls.

Convention

Tillman Presented His Report Operators Show No Spirit of
on Rate Bill in a
Conciliation Toward
Masterly Manner.
the Workmen.

of Miners.

QUICKLY

A COMPROMISE

INSURGENTS HELD ONE ALSO ANXIOUS

Ha-

01)

MINERS FAVOR

Jointure Bill.

Fear of Habeas Corpus" lie is Federal Court Asked For
Kidnaped and Spirited
beas Corpus Case
Away.

STATEHOOD NOT

to Stand by House

GUILTY

AUDITOR

COMMITTEE WANTS WITNESS INDIANA

NUMB EH

House Caucus Determines Called

Wife.

With

11)00.

YET HOPELESS

Case Parallel to Arrest of Race Track Man Kills
Western Mining LeadHimself After Quarrel

ers in Colorado.
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and r.essi
Tho
lilinoij Trust aud Savings Bank,
was
to be the third of the truswhic.i
tees nf the estate, bus announced Its
withdrawal from the trusteeship, but
:io reasons for "hat action have, been
circles it is believod
stated. In
that Mrs. Mr'n-'- r intends t make her
bu.-- l and her r rt'vsenia'ive In all affair touching upon the Yerkes estate.
i.-,iid tn.it .such aa arrangement,
highly
to
would !
Char1.-.T. Vf4.. Jr. and Mr. OwsKvan-fo-

1, Robdinella. of I'iiilUilelphi.i.

ley.

is reported tiU'. immediately
the will is probated, Mr. Mizner
wiil take the
steps for tbe

k

af-e-

r

the liirre jos.pita!. plan-during his ,te-iiiThere '..- a rumor tint Mrs.
Mi.'.r.- r has divided to build the hospital iu Chicago, instead of in
but nothing definite is ktuwu.
it. re.ird to her intentions.
rec'ion

f

by

Mr

!

s

e

New-Yor-
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Dally

Weekly

at IWnffltra for tranamWan tkraock tha

Mil
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m aacaod alaaa anarMr.

xxxoco

your trip cast?"

in

"No. the !a. sonvttilr s,moIi
was on my wedding trip.''

SnjoMMlaTO

Chirac. is to have
.lust like those

1 .

.

Official Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
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more

it

lias now?

nun

Oh, if hnlr a dozen subpoenas could X

served l.r John D. Rockefeller. Jr.!
"I suppose yon have a!roaiy mapped
Tk Lirtnt New Mexico Clrcii'irHe..
of
out a career for that new
yours?"
"Yon lift I have."
TIKMl or subscription:
18. CO
aavanca,
patty by mall. ana
"Going to make a great merchant
par
by
month
mail,
ItaH
too on- of him?"
Waaaly by mail, ana yar
"Not much. I'm going to make at
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month engineer out of him and if t him finish
the Panama canal."
Taa Imnm Citttiw will b daIiTrl In th.
My at tha low raw of 20 ranta rT weak, ar for 40
"Mrs. Luchton is making a fortune
tmta par awnth. whw pain monthly.
out
estabf her new dressmaking
MTtrtl.Ing Rates Bide Known on Application lishment."
"Yes; one might say her business
liWrlNn will aanfar ttm by notifying n. was in good shape."
SaaacliM Prati AnrMn Dlipitci.
UrfMt City tnd Csunty Clrtulitl.B.

.

'y

rr

cf tha ppr.
mmadiataly an any
AU lattrra ana ramittanc. should ha aikirraarri to
Tub CiTinn Fi'auiiRimi Cohpant. lrafta.
ahar.ka. post office and ejepraaa money ordera
ba mad. pay.Wa la tkr arder of tha
aampanr.
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any
way but accurately. We have
made and do make a study of
the "know how" In prescription work.

tt

OCCOOCOP00000

HE

SPEAKS

PUBLIC

OF

Solty-koff.- "

to eighteen months' imprisonment for
defrauding a hotel.
She Is the daughter of a poor
John Higdon went to Gaber 'yesterCheshire joiner, and her career of
day.
Miss IJly Higdon received a nice crime was due to the fact that she
present a short time agj which I had a passion for posing as a member of the noBTfity. ".iiat she often
think Is very nice.
Ye writer has nothing but happy succeeded is due to her aristocratic
thoughts at all times. Sequacbee type of beauty. She is cultivated and
refined appearing.
(Tenn.) News.
The princess has become an alleged
"My first wife used to amuse her- convert to Mohammedanism and her
self by throwing dishes at me, but
I was too smart for my second wife.
I saw that she never fell into the
habit."
"How did you manage it?"
"I never bought her anything but
china."
Visiting

Is

scarce

In

our neighbor-

hood.
LANDS

band-painte-

i

- lift

s-

Make your wants
known througn
these columns.

15c.
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health-Guarantee-
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Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNJSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

FE

RY.

A

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

President

M. W. FLOURNQY

Vice President

FRANK McKEB

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

five-roo-

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

i ii.SiS:
.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

d

$500,000.40
$250,000.(0

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National Bank

at

o

SANTA

&

03

3"

as

oi Albuquerque, New Mexico

X

2 3

n '
2m

Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits

--

22.

M
5'

M

I
O

OS
rn o
"

rO

"

m

O. N. MARRON,

-

zH

$100,000 00
17,000 00

OFFICERS,

AND DIRECTORS:

President; Wm.

FARR,

--

Rp-

ifk

President; J.
Assistant Cashier;

Vice

B.

HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD,
E. A. MIE3A, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN. F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

five-roo-

-

r

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Money to Loan

well-to-d-

E

)

d

Mc-Ixe-

i

$100,000

Lnck-slnge-

(ion-rale-

hr.

MEXICO

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Three-year-rid

five-roo-

..j

NEV

Capital and Surplus

STRAYED.
WANTED.
STOLEN
STRAYED
OR
.Spanish.
Prof.
Pupils in
ANTED
heifer; black; white spot on
220 North High street.
Finder, or anyone furforehead.
Typewriting and stenoWANTKD
nishing information leading to re
The
Blackall.
graphic work. Miss
covery of animal will receive liberal
Alvarado.
reward. Address J. B. Bush, Box
4S, Albuquerque.
WANTED To rent or buy, a good,
second hand cash register. Address
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
B, this office.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
WANTED
to trade for city property. T. L.
Car load of good, gentle,
r,
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
native ponies. See F. E.
at T. J. Shlnick's black- McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
smith shop, Copper avenue.
300 Eolith Broadway.
WANTED Gentlemen-- s second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street, TO EXCHANGE 1 have property in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
south of viaduct. Send address and
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltb
WANTED Position as housekeeper
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
for gentleman by Oerman woman.
Broadway.
City or 'ranch. Address Emma Weis
Albuquerque.
man, who
WANTED A middle-ageFurniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses
understands
the work, to take On
charge of lawn and grounds at a Wagons and other Chattels; also on
AND WAREHOUSE REsanltorlum. Good wages and board SALARIES
as low as $10.00 and as high
to right party. German preferred. CEIPTS,
quickly made
Call at The Citizen office for partic- as $200.00. Loans are
One
Time:
and strictly private.
ulars.
month to one year given. Goods reBy Chicago wholesale main in your possession.
WANTED
Our rates
and mall order house, assistant are reasonable. Call and see ut bemanager (man or woman) for this fore borrowing.
county and adjoining territory. SalTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
ary, $20 and expenses, paid weekly; Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
advanced. Work
Expense money
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
No
pleasant; mjsition permanent.
316 West Railroad Ate.
investment or experience required.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Spart time valuable. Write at once
Open Evenings.
for full particulars and enclose
envelope. SuperintendFINE RANCH
ent, 132 Lake street, Chicago, 111.
One mile from Postoffice.
MALE HELP WANTED.
14 ACRES
WANTED Men In each state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
ALFALFA
leave samples of our goods. Salary
LARGE ORCHARD
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
HOUSE
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
house on North
Also
Fifth street, three blocks from Rail-roaFOR RENT.
avenue. This must go.
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
PORTERFIELD CO.,
Gunsul.
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
Hotel.
FOR RENT Gold Avenue
completely furnished.
John M.
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
Moore Realty Co.

From Roswell Record, March ili.
J. Hagerman
Governor Herbert
leaves tomorrow, via the auto stage
tor Santa Fe, having spent a tew days
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Hagerman, at South Spring ranch.
Seen by a Record reporter today and
questioned as to matters of public
Interest, he said:
"I am greatly disappointed over tue
outcome or the tatenood proposition.
It is definitely settled against, us, and.
we win nave to amue ny me cutum-stanccs"Tell me, doctor, what do you do
1
hope the people will stop
you have a bad c.tld?" asked
agitating the 'question now and settle when
man who was always looking for
down to the earnest development of the
cheap medical advice.
the territory, wiwiout regard to statehood now or in the fu'ure. I hope they v"Cough!"
will strive to develop the territory
FEATURES OF ARIZONA
of the territory itself.
f:r the good
"Since taking the oath of office I
MINERS' ASSOCIATION
have settled down to work, doing the
best I could to fit myself to the govAs one of the special features of the
ernor's chair; and the work is now Arizona
Mining Association's
meet
I
haven t
going on satisfactorily.
beginning April Jjth,
Bisbee,
KOR RENT Sunny furnished front
I ing at
yul
politics
and
mixed much in
asking
room. 103 West Fruit. Electric
the miners of this section are
don't
flnt to. either. I dj not wish that
drilling
up
for
lights and bath.
jurses be hung
to eiy anything about the course of contests.
RENT Four and
FOR
action I will take tn tne near iuture,
It la probable that $1,00U will be
houses; nuxlern. W. H. McMillion
tout 1 will say that CaptainW. C. Reid provided for prizes for single and
Real Estate Dealer, 211 West Gold
has been determined upon as the next double-hande- d
contests;
$3il for
avenue.
attorney general of New Mexico.
$150 for second, and $("'
and
first
brick
"I might give you a hit of news for first and $M for second in tin
FOR RENT A four room
house, nn North First street, close
from Santa Fe county. Anastacio
single-hande- d
contest.
assessor of Santa Fe county,
in. Call at Rankin & Co.'s, or at
While the miners are all Interested
fil7 North First street.
was renv:.ved from office by order of in seeing the mining industry devel
SOLTYKOFF."
"PRINCESS
Judge McFle, before whom charges oped, and advanced in this territory, This picture Is from a mirtrait for
FOR SALE.
of incompetency were brought against
they believe that if the association
whic.1 she posed when she was the FOR SALE One saddle mare, cheap
rewhich
law
of
a
By
In
direction
blm.
desires to give the men who work
false "I.ady Muriel Paget.
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
it
pealed all former conflicting laws, or mines any special consideration,
street.
Gon(J.
A.
appointed
I
laws,
cannot be better done than by offer oath in court was taken in a spectac
liar s of
ular manner. In the witness box she FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
zales to fill the vacancy. The county ing prizes for drilling contests.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
commissioners, acting on an old law
Among the miners who are in Co- removed her shoes, placed cne hand
Broadway.
passed before the cne under which 1 chise county, or who would come for on the Koran, another on her fore
head, palm outward, and bowed low FOR SALE Furniture of a
contest, are
acted, appointed a man named An- the double-hande- d
house; also chicken house. 228
and Ross, Page brothers, Cham three times, making her palm touch
drews to fill the place. As a result,
North Walter street.
tne case is in the courts to be decid- 1 berlain and Make, and an unknown the book.
team from Butte. The single aimers
At the age of IS, after leaving her SELL, RENT OR TRADE t.ist jour
ed. I will say that I am confident
was right, in the matter, and was well include Fred Yockey, O. M. Kin
home, the princess made the acquaintproperty with T. L. Mcspauden, juu
advised before acting. Collins is a Dick Conley, Bob Lyons, Walter ance of the la'e Lord Anglesey, who i South Broadway.
the
republican, and county court and
Bradshaw and Dun McGowan.
ran himself into bankruptcy through KUR SALE OR TRADE A good busiresist feminine charms.1 ness for city property. T. L. Mcman they named for the orfice are
his inability
Cough Mis lordship titook
Keeps
Chamberlain's
Always
democrats.
the girl to Alonte
Spadden. 300 South Rropdway.
1
Remedy
in
House.
His
"As to the public lands question,
Carlo with him, and afterwards she FOR SALE Light double harness,
noi:
Chamberwould
without
be
"We
matam doing all 1 can do to adjust,
the name of Lady .Muriel
buggv pole, one horse, harness and
Cough Remedy.
It is kept on assumed
Paget, Paget bring the Anglesey famters connected with territorial lands.' lain's
buggy. t'Tner Granite and Twelfth.
hand continually in our home," says ily name. With this title she went to
nailing post;
W. W. Kearney, editor of the IndeFOR
SALE Indian
sent
wares
shops
and
had
fashionable
THE
NEWS FROM
good location and a paying business
pendent, Lowry City, Mo. That is to
got
goods
the
she
After
house.
her
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE just what every family should do, she left her boarding house without
way.
When kept at hand ready for Instant paying her bill. This trick she conuse. a told may be checked at the out
&
FOR
SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
the
k
to
repeated.
Later she
Special Correspondence.
set and cured in much less time than stantly
power gasoline en
Morse
Princess Soltykoq, claiming
Agricultural College, N. M., March after it has become settled in the name of married
gine, suitable for small pumpin
a Russian prince In
13. Titus, the secretary of the Young system. This remedy is also without she had
plant. Enquire .1. W. McQuade.
Scotland.
El
will
croup
children,
peer
ol
and
in
for
a
Men's Christ ion association
A good
OR TRADE
prin- FOR SALE
court
her
in
that
She
testified
chapter
as
soon
given
local
prevent the attack when
Paso, Texas, visited the
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
of
bottles
cipal
two
was
vodka,
drink
to
even
he.
morning,
recently. In the
as the child becomes hoarse, oi
sioke
L. M eSpadden,s300
South Broadway.
the fiery liquid a day. She also took
a number of the boys of the college. after the croupy cough appears, which quant
merchandise
stock
FOR
SALE
Small
opium.
morphine
of
and
iiies
was
meeting
remedy
is
can inily be done when the
In the evening an open
a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
at
profession
up
took
the
princess
The
by
drug
all
held iri which he spoke to an audience kept at hand. For tsale
South Broadway.
1 nurse as a pastime, and posing as
gists.
of about 125 people.
FOR
SALE A hauiibome Harduiau
in'
a lady of title and
she
,l7
The spring vacation began on the
Piano, in fine condition and almost
at Guy's
diiced a young student
7th day of March and ended on thei REAVIS OF LAND GRANT
uew, at a bargain.
For particuFAME IN A NEW ROLE hospital, named Probble, to marry her.
11th. Recitations for the third u rin
lars, call at this office.
When Prelible's relatives discovered
James Add! n Reavis, who su
have commenced.
they cut him
a
A good paying hotel in
On the 8th ami !th day of March. reeded in making such prominent ci;i she was an lvenmressarmy, where he FOR SALE
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Robert (. lngersoll off and he Joined the
he Columbian Literary- society gave .ens asW. Colonel
South Broadway.
M.iekay, Andrew Carnegie is now- a cornoral at ti a week. Her
John
a carnival for the purpose of raising anil
Henry M. Potter of New York be husband tried to keep her straight FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a
money for the Commencement
will take small property In
hothin; could stop her iertodieal
The carnival c mpared very litve 11: :;t he owned not only Tucson, but
excliani:e.
Write, wire, phoue or
nix, I'resciitt, Albuquerque, Santa ty recurring desire to pose as a womfavorably with the traveling carnivals Vhji
Fe, and all of Arizona and New Mex- an cf title.
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
that visit this part of the country. ico,
South Broadway.
has again come to light. He is
One of the best shows was a miniaut to s'art a weekly newspaper
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOR SALE A snap, for $liiiu; 7 room
ture hull fight which was given by all
house nn corner lot, Tlxlun. Seven-ty-oiisome of the boys of the college. A in Downey, Cal. He was recently
from the New Mexican peniteiv
NOTARY PUBLIC.
fret of cement sidewalk; city
wooden frame win a pair of horns
water. Must be old nt once. Inwas 'iary, ail aued and broki u down man.
attached represented the bull.
Maddison,
D.
K.
Thos.
Reavis is onsiili red one of the
quire '21 East Coal avenue.
supported by straps on the shoulders
pun of tbe age. Ii Otiire with W. II. Childers. 117 'v Jt FO R S
Ft i r
O R EX CHANGE
of one of the b vs. and the move- - most remarkable
Co!,
avenue.
territory l,v pa
ei'ty or r.mch property, a new furnlturros w re claimed theut.)i'uiin
munla ufl'ti v.rv lif.-li11,,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Spanish giant
i.n.l imTiirallv. iimi ,,f Kit
liwt..,1 r,f
ished rooming house. Best location
'''"'-''numerous documents whirl,
in tin city. Address F. J., this ofhad some difficulty iu keeping out of
R.
Farwell,
J.
'
fice.
thu wav r,f lh.. bull Til., work of I iei""m,
Building
Room
23.
N.
T
Armilo
was asfighters was exeelbri', showing them iy discovert d. His bolilm-sFOR
SALE A good general merchanACCOUNTANT.
tounding. He eVell sued the gov I'll
lo the best of their protession. An nn
dise ;i t grocery business, with meat
$lii.oini.iiiiii
keeping
him
tor
tor
in
other very attractive performance from his land. The Southern pacific EXPERT ACCOUNTING Hooks and
market included, and buildings for
rent.
was a vaudeville- consisting of a twenInquire, M. Dragoie, 300
i'ed. statements prepared, improved
$.",u,noii
paid
rii;ht
a
swindler
for
the
ty minute play entitled: "An InterNorth Broadway.
sys.ems installed. Twenty years'
Mining
King
way
Silver
of
and
t.ie
guaran- FOR SALE Black Monorca and Barrupted Proposal," a negro stunt, and
Satisfaction
experience.
In Pinal county contributed j
a comic musical number. These were company
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatchteed. George II. Browne, 110 South
opera-cRi
$2.1,000.
fifteen
avis
about
ing; 7". icius per netting. Ed. Me
all given by students. Refreshments years ago.
Second street. Albuquerque. N. M.
school
a
was
nee
He
wre sold during . the days at tne Jap- teacht r in Dow ney.
Guile. Albuquerque. N. M.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
anese tea house-During the first
FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in
fvenlDg, au "enchilada" supper was Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
fii'st-- i bis
on the best
residence
Institute.
nerved by moonlight. Other aitiae-tionParisian
of
Graduate
street in the city, wiil rent for $45
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
latest
The
were a museum, candy, cane and
city.
Y'ork
New
of
Late
month: owner leaving tovii. F. L
Itch.
hat stands. The carnival ended with
McSprt bien. 303 South Broadway.
All of these
are attended scientific appliance and up to date
a ball which w as pi enounced one ot by intense i th.ns:, wnich is almost in- methods fo- - treating tbe hair, face FOR SALE A tirt-ciasdouble-ba- r
the most enjoyable wicial affairs ot stantly relieved by applying Chamber- fcnd scalp. Complexion steaming and
rele.l. 2 gauge shotgun; bran new
shampoo
manicuring
and
bleaching;
the year.
lain's Salve, and by its continued use
never lias been used; one of th
water
automatic
Electrolytic
a pennant ut cure may be effected. ... ing.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
avenue.
Gold
massage,
r,13
Torture by Savages.
West
has, in tact, cured many cases that
fire for particulars.
LE
phone
279.
Auto
"Speaking of the torture to which had resisted otbtr li eat incut. Price
FOR-SAThe oldest and best t
Borne of the suvage tribes in the Phil- 25 cents per lux. For sale by all
C0NTRACT0RAND builder.
candy -kitchen and ice
ippines subject their captives, reminds druggists.
ice en ,ui parlo.- in Albuquerque,
A. L. Morgan.
me of the Intense buffering I endured
'till
South Second sued,
CONTRAC:lligate.
A
INDEPENDENT
young
people
THE
party nl
for three months from inflammation
ami
lm
are
TOR
Estimates
in
BUILDER
AND
aiiende,
Knighthood
Was
"Wlun
of Jhe kidneys," says W. M. Sherwork solic- FOR SALE OR TRAi'iE I rooming
man of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped Flower" Tuesday niuhl in the Cos hoc cheerfully furnished; Job724;
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
shop at
opera
house. Mr. and Mrs. Elmei ited. Automatic phone,
me until I tried Electric Bitters, three ion
Broadway.
h ipeitmed
the pany. Stll North Second street, AJbuquer
bottles of which completely cured me." Leighnln ji r
FORT S A F. OR TR ADE Are youlu
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blotxl N ). s was lite and they got homo at que. N. M.
tercst.d in mines? I have gome
ARCHITECTS.
disorders and malaria; and restores 3 4 o The i st of us are looking forsaid to !e good deals. Talk with
ward tor T'nele Tom's Cabin" in the
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ihe weak and ntrvous to robust
n,p T. 1.. McSpadden, 3"0 S.
price good old summer time West I.afay ford, rooms 46 47, Harnett building
by all drugjiis's.
Albuquenjue, N. M. Both 'phones.
ttte (O.- - Indicu'or.
60c.

m

ALBUQUERQUE,

v

d

London, March 15. "Princess
And Other Important Matters
FROM TENNESSEE.
the most remarkable adWell, the sun has now made lis
appearance for the second time in venturess who has appeared in Europe
While Visiting His Home
for many years, has been sentenced
six days.

at Roswell.

Montezuma Trust Co.

x

"Why are yon fellows making plans
to raise the price of manufactured
Props ALVARADO PHARMACY
ice?"
"My dear sir. it's a plain business
First St. and Gold Ave.
Colorado in proposition. We intend to raise the
Automatic 183
Both Phones
price because we've had such a warm
winter."
GOV. HAGERMAN
"But the winter before wasn't a
warm one, yet you raised the price
summer."
IN JAIL FOR MANIA TO
ON STATEHOOD last"How
stupid you are. You forget
POSE AS PRINCESS
that last summer was also warm."
HAPPY THOUGHTS

CHARGE,

1906.

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

To fill your prescriptions

nuu

MINIMUM

for.

looking

B. H. BRIGGS& CO.:

HIGH FINANCE.

One cent per word, each

Here you'll find
what you've been

1
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FEBRUARY

BANK INSTITUTIONS

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

I

police-1- ,

WANT

POPULAR

To take any chances of having'
your prescriptions filled accurately.

yon pet any souvenir spoons

"Did

THURSDAY,

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

You Cannot Afford

Most Anything

hj

Tbe Citizen Publishing Company
I
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CITIZEN.
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PROFESSIONAL

Q

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THERATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

CARDS

O
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DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
Office
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone ibz. Ap
pointments made by malL

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

Lm

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

A. L.

Bldg.
N- - T. Armljo
Orfice,
Tuberculosis treated with High
ipnnAncu Electrical Current and Ger
mtcide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. ru. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Both 'phones.
in attendance.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
6--

'

B. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

PHYSICIANS.
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone. 410.
DR. R. U HUST,

ESTABLISHED 1$7I

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
KAILJ DAD AVENUE

ALUUQUEKUE,

I
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v e c
Coin li l e i ei al
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C o

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
West Railroad
ltnes. Otlice, 313
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

p. nv

DRS. W. H. 6. J. D. NUSBAUM,

Physicians and Surgeons,

T h e CITIZEN JOB

elry Store, Second street.

Room

I

c
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0

Haads
LUr
Envelopes
Note Heads

Programs
Invitations
Catalogues
Blank Books
Receipt Books
In other words
we turn out

e very

thing a

printer knows

UNDERTAKER.

how to do

Colo. Red 115.

BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.

U. Q

I

Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jew-

Auto, "phone 3l

IS.

... .

A.

Black

40 3 CX4O0aOC04040

LAWYERS.
Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
ATTORN
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patenU, tjademar,cjjms.
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquer
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWoue. N. M. Office. First National
Bank building

E PSA

PRESCRIPTIONS

13.
RIGHT

At Consistent Price

0

0
0

I

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK Of COMMTTRCI

203 W. Ratffoad Aw.

J. C. HALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
I
AM 3 PAINT
Always
BUILDING
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears ,tock- P'"ter, Lime. Csmsst.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint. Glass, Bash Doors, eta
ALBUQUERQUE.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
N. M.

SHERMAN-WILL-

E. W. Dobson.

ATTORNEY ATLAW. Office Crein
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
LAND MATT

04K40004Cs4s4

0
o

triS.

H. W. S. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

0

YOU WANT THE NEWS
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STRAIGHT TICKET
FOR REPUBLICANS 7L T
No

Non-partisa-
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PRIMARIES
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FOR WHAT THEY WILL BRING

.

SATURDAY, MARCH 17TH

FIXED

IS

night's second meetm of
ihe republican city central committee
much interesting palaver concerning
tne coming municipal election was in
lulfted In, and it was decided
to place a full straight ticket
In the field. No talk of a
or fusion ticket was heard last night,
and it was evident that the republicans will make a vigorous and concerted effort to elect a full straight
republican ticket. From present observance it is evident that the campaign will be a short but h;xly contested one, wlht every effort and
energy bent to secure victory for a
full republican ticket.
Canvassers were named for al! the
wards at last night's meeting, two or
thre3 esRistans being appointed to
work at large, and men appointed who
will call the primaries.
In the arst ward. M. E. Hlckey. a
member of the committee, was appointed to call the primary to order.
The mee'lng will be held in the city
hall at. the call of Mr. Hickey.
E. B. Harsch was appointed to call
the primary oftho Second ward, and
the meeting will be held in the offices
of the Harsch bottling works on First
At

TTM T7

PUBLIC AUCTION

TicKct Talk

n

Heard at Last Night's
Meeting.
DATE

rVTC

PAQf THREE. '

t

una!-motisl- y

n

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
ft

J

22
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w

Look over the ground and decide what you want to bid on
before the sale. Auction to be held at 2 o'clock in the af- -'
ternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vacant store-roo- m
on Second
Street- in First National Bank- RuilHino-o
I? J J rnc frC7 gM0M
now JlTrr4U
w am
VI Am 1 Am
T w Fin TMtl
-

- - -
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LOTS 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12
LOTS 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
LOTS 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
LOTS 7, 8. 9, 10. 11, 12
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 5, 6
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
LOTS 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6
LOTS 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 10,
LOTS 1, 2. 5, 6, 11, 12

11, 12

LOTS 7, 8
LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8

LOT3
LOTS

5, 6
1, 2,

7, 8

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

A WA

24
33

LOTS 3, 4. 5, 6, 9
LOTS 2. 3

34

LOTS 9. 10, 11, 12
LOTS 6. 6. 7, 8. 11,
LOTS 1, 2, 7. 8.
'
LOTS 1, 2. 7, 8

43
25
32
35

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

12
. .

LOTS 8, 7
LOTS 1. 2. 3, 4, 5. 6
LOTS 7. 8, 9. 10. 11, 12
LOTS 7, 9, 10, 11, 12
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4

42
47
55
54
50
53

LOTS

7, 8

LOT

4

street.

In the Third ward. Attorney T. N.
t
AVilkerson will call the primary,
ins tc be held In Folks' opera
house, probaMy in the Company G.
the-mee-

armory,
H. Cham
In tho Fourth ward, Dr.
berlain will call the meeting, whicn
is to bo held in the vacant bulldins
at thi corner of Copper avenue and
Third street.
It was decided to set the date for
the republican primaries for March
24. at which 'time delegates to the
conventlou, which will be held Monday, March 26, will be named, and
an alderman from each ward in v hich
the primaries are held, will be suggested.
All primaries will be called for
7:30 o'cl:ck p. in., on the above mentioned date and the republican city
convention will be called for the same
hour on the following Monday.
The democratic primaries and convention has been set for the same
la'e.
But very little, if any, talk is heard
of a
ticket, none at all
in the republican camp, and the socialists are having little to say, merely
smiling in a superior s. rt of way, and
intimating that when the count is in
the volume the socialist's vote will
he a surprise to the democratic and
republican politicians.
While no one was spoken of definitely at last, nlsht's meeting for any
offict, several prominent business
men and others were casually
as good material, and It is
tr iable that the personality of the
leaders In the coming campaign will
have been decided upon among the
party politicians before the date of
the primaries.
The electiou gives every Indication
of being a "warm number" and the
republicans are iaying their plans for
u fierce fight for a straight ticket. The
democrats are doing the same, and
the socialists are busy among
but kei ping their own counsel.

A SURETY INVESTMENT GO., Owners.

SCOTT

KNIGHT,

41
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40
49
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Auctioneer.

Thorne." a dramatization nf rwthal
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
XI
t
T-n. ..... .
Plav'a
(Small IfolrliniT flnlm Mn tut
has been declared a drama of more Department of ttie Interior, United
than usual effectiveness and power,
States Land Ofilce, Santa Fe, N. M,
and as a production, Is said to surpass
anything Rowland and Clifford have
Notice Is hereby given that the folloas yet achieved. "Dora Thorne" is wing-named
claimant
filed noJustly entitled to rank as one of the tice of his intention tohasmake
final
seasons popular successes. It will be Proof in BUUnOIt nf his rlnlm nnHar
sern with the original cast and scmIc Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
environments, at the Opera house, March 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as
Saturday night, March 17.
amended by the act of February 21,
11893 (27 Stats., 470). nnd that said
proof win be made before the U. S.
Doctors Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery pf Kenneth Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me., Is the sub- N. M., on April 14, 1906, viz: Filar
ject of much Interest to the medical Vigil, for the Lot 1. Sec. 23. T. 7 N
fraternity and a wide circle or friends. R. 2 E., nnd in Sec. 30, T. 7 N R. 3
He says of his case: "Owing to severe E., lot 2, SecB. 2.1 and 26, T. 7 N., R.
inflammation of the throat and con- 2 E., and Tract A In lot 3, in Sec. 35,
gestion of the lungs, three doctors T. 7 N H. 2 E.. and Tract B, lot 3,
gave me up to die, when, as a last re- Sec. 3!, T. 7 N., U. 2 E., and Sec. 2.
sort, I was induced to try Dr. 'King's T. 6 N., H. 2E."
He names the following witnesses
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
it saved my life." Cures the worst to prove his actual continuous adverse
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonslli-tis- , possession of said tract for twenty
weak lungs, hoarseness and la years next preceding the survey of
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores. the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
50c and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
N. M.; Slsto Daco y Baca, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Al. MERCHANJJAILORING
buquerque, N. m.: Placido Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
Any. person who desires fo proRAILROAD
AVENUE,
O. BAM- test against the allowance
of said
BINI, PROPRIETOR
proof, or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and reguMy merchant tailoring mop la up- lations
of the Interior Department
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- why such
proof should not be allowed
nue, where I solicit the patronage of will be given
an opportunity at the
the public. All work guaranteed first
time nnd place to
class, aa I have bad fifteen years' ez
e
tho witnesses of said
perlence In the business. Suits made claimant,
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and rebuttal of and to ofrer evidence in
that submitted by claimrepaired. The specific
use will not ant.
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Register.
to order. Give me a trial.
1

ANcccssilvWhcn

'SHERBIE" BECKER, RICH YOUNG
MAN OF MILWAUKEE, IS RUNNING A GREAT CAMPAIGN FOR
MAYOR OF THAT CITY.

Traveling
ror

Toothache'
M

Wm

0

C

tAYOIV

!FOtV

B
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Notice la hereby given that an election will be held in the City ot Albuquerque, New Mexico, en Tuesday,
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. ni. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
places;
First Ward City Hall.
Second Wnrd At office of Chaa.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
iiurn warn At otltre or E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third Btreet.
At Which Bniit olecfinn tho niioimwl
electors of the said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
limits ot the said city, shall choose
the following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two

Milwaukee, Wis.; March 14. There
.Neuralgia
probably is no more picturesque character seeking public office in America
And
w
than Sherburn M. Becker, the boy
AlIAccidonts
alderman, who wants to be mayor of
Milwaukee.
Price
When Hecker was elected superyears;
r waft
visor of his ward, a
disOne City Clerk For a term of two
tr$l.00
trict, four years ago, his friends smilyears;
ed. They also thought him a joke
One City Treasurer For a term of
AtAllDnists
two years.
when he won a place in the common
mm
m
Two Members nf thi. fit- - fnn..n
council two years later.
from the First Ward One for a term
IF
Becker, known as "Shcrbie" among
of four years and one tor a term of
V
jhis intimates, is 30 years old and 1s
two years, to rill out an unexpired
reputed to be a millionaire in his own
term.
light. He is a grandson of S. s. Mer-11One Member nt tho ("MItt
..nnll
from the Second Ward For a term
a pioneer railroad man, and his campaign, and has established Becker's Bulletin, a campaign newspaper
or rour years;
n
father. Washington Becker, is a
One Member nf tho cttv r,.,,nii
reserve Is thus easily self supportstreet car magnate and bank devoted to furthering his candidacy.
from the Thlrrl wan)
Vrvi o tom
ing the only reserve in the United president. lie is a Harvard man and He has covered the billboards of the
m nj .
i
four years.
States that can boast of this
baa toured the world, campineg in city with photo posters of himself
One Memher nf ihn
cnimii
Egypt and climbing the Alps. At that are seven times
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
He Is collecting moaey to buy a
home he owns spirited horses, plavs
rour years.
PRAYERS IN WAIL STREET
polo, drives automobiles and lead co- herd of buffalo for the zo, and he
One Member of the rtnnrrf nf EMn
an
elephant
wanted
for
use
in his
tillons.
cation from the First Ward For a
BY WOMAN BROKER
campaign,
term of four years;
but alandoned the plan beIn public life he is a hustler. As
Two Members of the Board of Edua member of the county board he dis- cause horsemen were afraid of acciTEMPE TREMBLED AND
cation from the Second Ward One
covered a big steal in county printing dents on the streets.
for a term of four years, and one for a
Becker's platform contains many
THE BUTTES TOTTERED
and reduced the bills by ji:!5.00u in
term or two years, to flu out an unO. BAMBINI.
NOTICE COR Piim ifiTinu
otie year. He nails graft wherever plana for the good of his city.
expired
term.
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
he
it
finds
and
uses
return postal
A Lively Tussle.
One Member of the Board of EduWHEN
DYNAMITE
Department of tho Interior. United
PUT
THE
FINE
ON
SHOW
to
with
cards
get opinions of his constithat old enemy of the race, con
States ltn.l Office, Santa Fo, N M., cation from the Third Ward For a
BUSINESS ON THE OLD M. & P.
SATURDAY NIGHT. stipation, often ends in appendicitis
tuents. He runs to every fire in his
tern of four years;
March , 190G.
ROAD BRIDGE PIERS.
The
dramatic
incident
of
week
To avoid all serious trouble with stom
this
One Member of the Board of Eduown rig and provides coffee and sandNotice
is hereby given that the folwhich
in
chief
interest
will
center will ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's lowing named claimant
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
wiches to the firemen.
has
filed
no
be
the
first
to
revelation
our theater- New LIfo Pills. They perfectly reg
tern of four years;
There Is a law in this land that
He has employed an
e
newsgoers of the splendors of Rowland uiaie tnese organs, without pain or tlce of his intention to malio final
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
provides that when a railroad comproof In support of his claim, undor
paper man to manage his present and Clifford's
production
of "Dora discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
pany shall for any reason abandon
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
and remove a bridge from any
NOTICE
3. 1S91, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
stream thai it shall also remove
hy the net of February 21, 1S93, (27
Notice is hereby given that an electhe piers, says the Phoenix Gazette.
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will tion
will be held in tho City of Al- The law is calculated to protect veshe made before the United States
bufiueruue. New Mprlno. nn Tntw.Uv
sels plying In navigable streams, but
commissioner
at
Albuquerque,
N
M.,
it
navigable
specify
not.
does
on April 17, 19im;, viz., Emilio Sanchez, April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
streams, it is said, so that it is necesfor the small holding claim No. 2072. said
day, at the following polling
sary to remove the. piers from ail
in sections 24 and 25, township 7 places:
streams.
range
north,
2 east.
First Ward City Hall.
Last week the Maricopa Sc. Phoenix
He names the following witnesses
Second W:in! At ntn
company, which had recently reprove
to
his
actual
continuous
adverse
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
moved its old bridge nt Tempe, propossession of said tract for twenty
ceeded to blow out the cement piers
intra vvura At ottrce of E. H.
years
next
preceding
survey
of
the
New
Dunbar, on South Third street.
York, March 14. "I never did
with dynamite. The piers are of
the
township,
viz:
Fourth Ward Near corner nf Pnn.
cement, clasped with steel belts, and like cowards and therefore I asked
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca. of
per uvenuo and Third street.
the proeees ot removing them caused God to help me to 'stand up like a
N.
M.;
Otero,
F.
AlEdward
of
At which election tho question of
the earth under Tempe to tremble man.' as He said to Job, and here I
buquerque, N. M.; Fernlnio I'erea, of authorizing the issuance
of Three
and the but ten to totter, but the piers am."
. M., and Manuel Alderete,
Peralta.
Hundred Thousand (tMOO.OOnt rmiiora
are now gone.
This
is
the
extraordinary
explanaa,
Feral
of
M.
N.
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque.
any tion
No one has ever suspected
Any person who desires to protest
cw Mexico, to purchase and extend
steamboats of trdying to come up for that Mrs. J. Alden Gaylord gives
against
presence
her
allowance
the
tho V'Uter works now owdp.i h ihn
kai.i
in
of
Wall street as a
Halt river,' "hut It is never quite ceror who kr.ows of any substantial rea vaicr supply company of said city
tain what the future holds, and who bond and stock broker.
lli
XT TT
son unuer tbe laws and regulations itilll lr ,u.l,.:nr,.l a. i. .
"I am in Wall street wiih God's help
known hut the action of the company
cf tho interior department, why such etectora of saiU city, who are the
In complying with the new law has to make money," is the declaration of
, Jt
.
I
chiniKl
rirvwtf
tit
nit
ww4
ouwuu nxr. iue auuvt
cu, Will
aiuaii JrujJvri j
be fiunoru 'i Lai ut
haved Tempe from having her name this new feminine comer, "and
ex
given an opportunity at the aov ' fc,,,,Jftct to taxation, within the City
go down in history as the scene of pect to make it fair
and honorablv to
mentiwuti!
.ime and place to cross- f AlhuquortjuH.
a great steamboat disaster.
an. l am not here of my own free
LMJ
nr t
VI'
examine the witnesses of nairl rlnini
cnoice, but from necessity nmt l,v
ant,
to
and
offer
in
evidence
rebuttal
as
with
hearts
and
joyous
smiling
ARIZONA HAS ONLY
faces they romp and pl.iv when U health
guidance 0f a higher power. I feel
NOTICE
of that submitted bv claimant.
and how conducive to health the games in which thev induce, the outdo, r
MANUEL U. OTERO,
SELF SUSTAINING RESERVE that this is niy place of usefu,ness.
Notice Is berobv trtven Hint an
but not without the assistance of God.
nfe they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be tui-l- .t to form and
Register.
election will be held in the City of
I feel
o
and
this
strongly
have."
GREAT
the wholesome diet of which they should partake. H w tenderly their heaUh
QUANTITY
Mrs. Bambini, at tier narlors. No Albuquerque, New Mexico, on TuesOF WOOD
It was a little over two
ago
!09 West Railroad
avenue. U ore. day, April 3rd, 19u6, between the
SUITABLE FOR MINE TIMBERS that Mrs. Gaylord began mouths
should
preserved,
be
not
by
constant
medication, but bv careful avoidance cf
to operate in
pared to give thorough scalp treat-- hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
IS FOUND ON THE
Wall street. Her firm Is au old one.
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at anv time a
uo uair dressing, treat corns, p. m.. of saTtl day, at the followlne
founded by her late husbaud nearly a
Jholvot'iJ places:
bunions ami inermiin
nnlla
agent
remedial
required,
to
is
assist
nature,
excellence
only
those of known
half century ago. It was at the end
Ward City Hall.
Klves massaee treutmont unit ninnlcur.
Arizona has the only self buslain-i'li- ; of
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
Ing. Mr?. Bambini's own preparation ,..hL'.co:""1 vVdrd-- At
the year that the Widow Gaylord
othce of Cbas.
forest reserve in the L'nited
of complexion cream builds up thai La. , "'k & c, ou i;o!J avenue
in el feet, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syruo of Frs. manufactured bv
States. The Cbirieahua reserve has determined that hir nresence was
1
rJ Ward At office of E. ir
sUiu and Improves the comnlexlon.
this nutalile record for the past year, needed in the firm's offices in tin old
tne California big byrup Co. S rup of Figs has come into l
favor m
and is guaranteed not to be injuri- Uunbar, on South Third utrept
Mills building.
according to the last annual report.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copmany millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its duality :
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
A religious s.rvice is held in Mrs.
The reserve dates its history from
that cures and prevents dandruff and perAt avenue and Third street.
January. l'J02. when IfiS.OOu acres Gaylords office each morning brf'cr
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use
whic'i said eloction the question
hair falling out; restores life to dead
were
aside by the government the stock market opens. Ail ot her
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Syrup
of
has
also
Firs
hair;
met
removes
sumoles,
bewarts
with
the
approval
generally,
and
thphysicians
preservation
of
wood
of
the
and
for
(S30.()t)in twill :ir nf KnnHa
clerks are called in from the outer
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, a Thousand
cause they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
timber .
rooms and a scriptural reading Is iiad.
freckle cure an 1 pimple cure and pile of the said City of Albuquerque, New
!
is
l!.e eastern portion of Co- Then the
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Svrup of Figs, obtained,
mistress of the firu makes
cure. All of these preparations are building, iu erect anu build a city
chise count). Its greatest length is an impromptu
will le submitted to the
prayer, and the busi- purely vegetable compounds. Have qualified electors
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act m st beneficiforty-or.- e
tu:!e3 and its greatest width
of said city, who
ness
just
a vibrator
begun.
of
added
day
the
is
machlue
for
the
At
time
the
twe'.ve
are the owners
is
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It has been repeatedly asserted
movement in China Is In reality
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IT'S DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN.

Temple lod.-e- . No. fi, A. V. & A. M..
will meet , this evening at 7:30 o'clock
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The Knights of Columbus will hold
a ncwsnaner office for the avowed purpose of
their regular meeting tonight at X
up. is probably the most hunnliat in occurromt m tin' tilings are occurring In nnd out of the empire whteh p.
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move
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the. Highland
before ''the community, when convinced that wrong had Chinese commissioners, who arrived las; week, at the Missi nnry society of
took place this
been done.' Nevertheless. The Citizen claims the rights Sound port, in which they call upon the empress dow M.thodisl atchurch
the home of .Mrs. C. E.
of the free press to criticise all the public acts of public ager to abdicate and restore the emperor io auiuurnj. Mold!.
South Edith street, at
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official, limiting itself only by the facts in the case.
by the petitioners is that the emperor which time two very interesting paground
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fact
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liponle. The real reason for their desire to secure the
Alderman C.illenwater soould
frica.". by Mrs. S. A. Portcrfleld.
by this time. Having, more than a year ago, attempted abdication of the empress dowager is the belief thai
Under the supervision c.f Professor
to bribe the former management of The Citizen"" oil she Is opposed to tho introduction of any genuine reCrum the students of the New Mexico
wotpr nnestion. and now having attempted to play
be university are busily rehearsing Gold
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the bulldozer, and having failed in each instance, is itbe form in the empire, while the emperor Is assumed to
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open war on loreigners, in me two provinces in
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sections of the east. The writer stated that in a littled
entertained
While the president and congress are trying to get abode elsewhere, were
over sixty days 113,320 acres of land had been
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noticed a few days some new laws to effect rebates, W. H. Hearst comes with a farewell party Tuesday even
by these new settlers.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Will 0
ago an article in an Oklahoma paper dealing with the forward with evidence which makes possible prosecution ing at the 917
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J. H. Parkir, Mrs. M. Knapp, Miss
Secretary Moody, his assistant and the newly ap Jones, Miss Higbbargain, Miss Emery
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"This is the strongest case that has ever been execu'ed in this city took place last
farmers will both continue and increase. Nothing se-at
placed in the hands of the government, so far as rail evening at the spacious Washburn
present is more important to Albuquerque than the
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curing of a portion of this immigration for the scope of roads and trusts are concerned.
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rural population needs a close and rapidly growing city. we are after can escape.
"We not only have bolh verbal and documental
at the door of his own home, and 0
The Commercial Club has a very important matter in
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tory.
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When Nauoleon came into power, the church bad no
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from one of the federal prosecuting forci guests had assembled.
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umbrellas, carrythe death of Pope leo XIII friction increased. One In George F. Baer, president Philadelphia & Reading rail inverted miniature March
and SI. Patstance was the papal protest against the visit of Presi road; Lowell M. Palmer, Palmer's docks, Brooklyn ing out the windy
day idea. After the banquet
dent Loubct to the king tr Italy, resulting in diplomatic Nathan Guilford, ice president New York Central rail rick's been'
served Mr. Washburn was
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WELCOME SPRING WITH

-

OLD WINTER
BLOW AND EASTER IS

A GLAD

SMILE AND

A NEW

SUIT.

anti-dynast- ic

anti-foreig-

MANY CHANGES

FASHION DEMANDS

WITH THE NEW SEASON

LAST SPRINGES CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL. THE CLINGING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.
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EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION

1-

HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SLITS
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SINGLE AND DOUBLE

BREASTED CUTS

$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

We'll give you your mind's worth

and your

money's worth

Mainidlell

Mo

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
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Worth
possibility of single statethere is

It.

seems that

Galbrallh has resigned as
uler and deputy snerin oi
l.una county. Ho Is succeeded by
John Peals. Galbraiih s'ill holds the
position of city marshal of Doming.

hood for New Mexico, to flset the admission of Oklahoma.
That the state of Oklahoma will be democratic
does not admit of a doubt. Aw Mexico is undoubtedly
With all tic talk about, anarchists and bombs uiul
republican, but the fact is not so well known not so
generally acceptid as is the fact nf Oklahoma's den oc- - dangers; with all the restlessness that has kept Europe
racy.
at war hi spots iiicc the beginning of history, the fact
It follows that, everything going to strengthen the rema'iis tluu a king's job Is comparatively secure and
claim for New Mexico' stability in the republican r inks. seems til be conducive 0 longevity.
The head ilia; wears a crown may lie uneasily, but
goes to increase the protiybl'.riy of New Mexico";
Ihe uneasiness necessitates the strenuous life and that
mission to statehood. In the same way anything
casts doubt upon the claim that New Mexico is reliably means an extension of days.
he late King Christian died at s7 and had been a
republican, to that 'extent endangers and diminishes our
statehood prospects in thin congress. Nor can anyone kiiiH bl years. Queen Victoria died at 82 and reigned
doubt that if New Mexico shall not be admitted by this (It years. II, r mand.'uher,
III. lived S2 years.
congress, it will be many a ear before it will be again and reigned i.n ears.
Leopold, Inst king of the Itclgiuns, was T." wlieu be
ixihsible to g t congressional consideration of statehood
for this territory. These two propositions must be ac- died, and his son ,ih, present king, is 70. tough as a
cepted by every thoughtful mind. Th y are as
hickory knot, ami has been on the throne 4d years.
William I, first (iernian emperor, was 91 when he lied.
as the sunshine itself.
the re- The father of Queen W'ilhelmiiia reigned 41 years.
These things beiim true. The Citlm,
publicans of Albuquerque. What maimer of eiuct will
Of the present ru!els the following interesting facts
be had if the republican party, in the chief city of the are noted;
territory, allows interested parties to foist upon it a
Kclgn, .ears.
Age.
"'
Tiiongn ticket for it y government? Can it any longer in at liritain - IMw ai d VI
ti4
'
be claimed that New Mexico is reliably lepublican when Austria KYancis Joseph
ij
I"
her chief city shows the white feather, or for any other Helnium Leopold II
To
reason deserts fhe republican ranks? Which is of more Holland Wilhelmina
5 f,uc. I sou Cr ISI'S
'importance tn AlhmpK rque, h'ati hood or 'he triumph ot Sweden Oscar II
x!
7t".
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who is under arrest
here, tor stealing a ring which was
pawned at - G. Uosenf i Id's estabCii'OtLe

lishment, and later replevineii by the
owner,
languishes in the city
prison.
Miller was to have been arraigned before Justice of the peace
Craig, but he requested that this forwith until bis
mality be deferred
father cm reach Albuquerque. Miller ci. ns that his dad will settle
un the muter bv nanuing over tne
neees.-a-i
v cash.
The senior Mr. Mil- ler is 'M cted to reach the city his
I

HOTEL
(blill
furn.-h-

.

Co.

1

'a 'clique?

I

All livi stock have pulled safi'y and spicnd.dly
'through (be winter and are in better condition over the
territory than at the Mime period in a nuinbi r of yeais.
Thin i not rxiictly an opinion, but it is a fact No general or local storm could be of much injury now to eiUnr
Vattle or sheep, says the SpiiBger Stockman.
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Frederick vn
Norway
Haakon
llussia Nicholas II ...
Germany William II ...
Spain Alfonso, Xlil
...
Italy V. Emmanuel ji
Turkey Alidul llamid
v.
Portugal Don Carlos ...
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Charles

Uanford
Plays.
City election
Easter Sunday.
The opening of the (';is no.

AT THE
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
WHITE ELEPHANT FROM 11 TO 2:3
DAILY
ALSO FREE LUNCH SAT
URDAY NIGHT.

Machine Works 91

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; IhaftUga,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and iron Frost
Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining nd Mill Machinery m Bpoclalty
Foundry east bide of railroad track.
AJbaqaerqae, K. M.

9
1
9

I

Wholesale liquor and Ci'ar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. "Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, Ut. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Best brands cf Cigars and To.
hacco always on hand.
THE CELEBRATED

Gussaroff

M.

Proprietor.
Second street, Barnett Building.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

AND TRANi
comp'etely LIVERY, SALE SFEED
Hotel.
Avenue
TABLES
FER
Realty
John M. Moon
Horses sad Mules bought and ex
changed
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
COMING EVENTS
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
r
Thorne.
IWa
Elleiy's
Koval
.'4
Italian
.,

Foundry and

MELIN I & EAKIN,

evetiji.

self-evide-
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Miller,

POOL

Parlors

Hind,

count

Live LoBifl aimd Well

a

&

J

Albuquerque

.!.;fr

BILLIARD

OCK0CCCK0000X

TlhouglhiiS

Brunswick

7

A. Lucero

IP

Citizen want ad will
Less. Try one.
A

In Bond.

the

UNDER TA KERS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo,
Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

Sols Agents.
Automatic Phone,

199.

rfuliwcribe for The CiUt--

the news.

Second St.. Both Pbonts.

Novelty

Albuquerque

Works

F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
ASK

busl- -

and

MONUMENTS
201 111 N.

MELINI & EAKIN

AVE.

(tt

STRONG BLOCK.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Sauta Barbara Cemeteries.

Albuquerque, N. M.

TO DATE SIGNS

208 WEST SILVER

Bottled

0. W. Strong's Sons

YOUR

-

GROCER
FOR "ARVERY HIGHEST

and get NOLD'S BEST."
PATENT FLOUR.

THURSDAY,

FEDRUARY

15,

Ai.unjrKKQrK

1906.

CRUSHED TO DEATH

FORGER

WOOL GROWERS

OPERATED

ALONG THE LINE

BY STREET CAR

i:t.ni

;

tnxk--

SUPERINTENDENT

SHOULD ORGANIZE

.
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EVIDENCE CLOSED

If. H. JOHNSON

IN VIGIL CASE

Anselmo Baca Run Down and Alleged That Moore Cashed F. G. Bartlett Found Strong Of Jacarilla Apache Indian Attorneys Will Sum Up Next'S
Buying Woo! Octopus at
Tllnrrt
III IL...1 111.
Horribly Mangled by
Checks at Expense of
Reservation in Rio Arriba
Boston Market.
Car No. I.
American Lumber Co.
Cour.ty.
Crooked Deed.

j.j

BRAINS AM)

ENTRALST

TORN

OUT LEAVE TONIGHT FOR

THt

PRISONER

ARE

ROBBING

WOOL

GROWtRS GIVES

AN INTERESTING

INTERVIEW

IHE

LOPEZ

FAMILY FILE A KICK

'

!

JUST RECEIVED-

t

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

RUBS

AMD CARPETS

Tiie experience of F. G.
John Moore, under nrrest at Kla;;
t
H. H. Johnson, superintendent
The case of Slavic. Vigil, whlth has
of
Ariz., charged with forgery, par Socorro, who has just returned from the Jicarillo Apache Indian
reservation k( pt Judge Ira A. Abbott verj busy
In
appeared
these
Boston,
of
which
wu.
re lie sold his last vear's in Mo Arriba county, with headquartitulars
r some time in the past, is pracr olums yt stenlay. it would appear Is clip of wnoi. is evidence that ' it is ters in Dulce.
spent a lew days In tically finished. Today the evuienee
time the word f.r,.weis of the south- Santa Fe on business before the Unit- closed and next Tuesday
quite clever at his nefarious
was tho day
west were orcanizing for self protec-iotfon of making "easy money," for
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
ed Slryes District court then and sei nir summing up.
by
en
In
received
mangled, the face crushed ports which have
aaainst the wool buying octopus. there in session. To a representative
The
in
facts
case
the
should
he
that
sh;-oMr BattleM's
hey:nd reeonnition. the h ad split in thief of Police McMillin Indicate
last year yielded of the New Mexican, Mr.
familiar to readers of Tho Rvening
twain, allowing the brains to fall out, 'the f'llow has been operalnK In about Mm about r.O.onti pounds of wool. K cl- who uears ino reputation of Johnson.
being a t'l'.lzen inasmuch as they have before
Flngstaff.
ing sceptical ns to the fairness of the very efficient
and the nlralls .torn oit of the very city west of here to
und competent Indian appeared at. different limes. Vigil was
stomach.
After leaving Albuquerque it seems prices offered by the agents of east official, gave Interesting
facts as to the former county school superintenBaca was iin employe of the Amer- that Moore, or his counterpart, stop- ern buyers. Mr. Rnrtlett decided that the progress and the condition
of the dent and it Is alleged by Manuel,
Conican Lumber company, havin? been ped signing the lantry-Sharphe would take his
to the Boston Indians under his charge.
Frank, Pablo and A. Ixpez and
employed in the saw mill department struction company's name to the bog market as an experiment, and ascer
Lopez de Chaves and Samuel
"Last year there were under Irrlefor pome time past, and resided with us bank paper and instead substituted! tain, if possible, if there were any real
ition and cultivation bv the Indians Chaves that they agreed to sell cerhis brothers and other relatives In the name of the American Lumber grounds for his feelings of mistrust.
5o0 acres of land uion which tain lots to Mm, and that in making
Ixs Ouranes, Just beyond Old Albu crmpany with E. Belknap's name apHis first move In the experiment about
good crops of cats, wheat, potatoes out the deed. Vigil took advantage of
querque. The unfortunate, victim of pended.
was to have the wool scoured at the
inability to read and write and
These checks for large amounts, it Albuquerque wool scouring mills, as and vegetables were raised. This sea- their
last night's accident, leaves a wife
so prepared the deed that it Included
from whom he had been separated for is understood, wtre circulated in (Hal the shrinkage of the grease from the son. Mr. Johnson expects to have this the
titles to their homes and also to
Home time, and thre children, besides lup, Winslow, Williams and several filler would mean a great saving in area Increased to 1,000 acres and a piece
of land upon which the school
more. The outlook for a prosperous
three brothers, living In Duranes, and other towns. So thorough was the freight. In the scouring the uu.ooo crop
season Is very fine so far. Last house stands. The above named comfellow in his work that a number of pounds melted down to 12,000 pounds
a Bister, living In Martinez.
year, the average yield of cats to plainants allege that they. lid not disThe accident occurred just beyond the c.hcks bore the initial of the of the Simon pure product, which was
acre was fifty bushels, about cover the change in the deed until a
he west Ride of the Old Town court foreman in charge of the company's on an average in quality with the wool the
house. Motorman Sc'hrader stated men and which is usually placed on of New Mexico und Arizona. It Just thirty five of w heat and on fifteen month later. The plaintiffs ask that
50,000 pounds of potatoes were the deed be set aside as they did
tha, he first noticed the man when all bank paper issued by the lumber filled one car. On thp local market acres.
raised.
potato crop was not sat- not consent to sell their homes or
he was close upon him. The car was concern.
Mr. Bartlett was offered K0 cents a isfactory The
as It was planted too late the school house.
Pol)ioe McMillin, who. pound for. the scoured wool. In Bos
Chief
going at a rather lively clip, and the
motorman rang the gong several through printed circulars effected the ton he received 70 cents and more for in the season. This year the acreage
MOVED TO 113 WEST
FAVORABLE
times. Haca evidently heard the pong, capture of Moore, turned the matter It. The freight was a very small Item and the yield w ill be greater and MILD WEATHER
TO
LAKE
year.
NAVIGATION.
than
letter
last
present
In
the
apparIn
doing,
over
the
department.
to
so
sheriff's
as he jumped, and
In comparison with the profit
Mr.
GOLD AVt.
system there Is enough
Pittshuri, I'a., March 15. On acently lost his balance, a:f he 1J11 L'ndersheriff Heyn has received a tele Bartlett made by shipping to Boston. reservoir
to Irrigate successfully alsnit count of the unusually mild weather
Flag
graphic
In
of
front
directly across tie tracks
communication from the
"But I had a hard time making It, water
staff authorities stating that the pris though," he said this morning shortly 1.000 acres. The Indiana number the lake navigation has been practhe approaching car.
Call and see samples of
Sc.hrader reversed the power and oner will be held awaiting the arrival after alighting from the California about 840 and are Inci casing of late. tically opened today, fully three weeks
applied the brakes but the unfortunate of Bernalillo county officers. An offl limited, which brought him out from During 1904 and 1905. the births were anead or the usual date of the open-latest
Spring Goodi, Cevictim was caught between thje trucks cer will leave this evening for Santa Chicago. "1 found them pretty well considerably over the number of lng. Several steamers and sailing
deaths
vessels
at
that
occurred.
The
different
lake
Indians
are
do
cillia ns.
iorts
and front: motor ana crushed to a Fe where requisition papers will he organized, and, though they were olty
raisshappen mass as described above. secured. He will then proceed to and very profuse In offering me their not leave the reservation and their foading or are already loaded anel
Linens.
prepared
Is
condition
improving.
Owing
They
to
early
start.
have
to the
Justice of the Peace Jose Miguel Flagstaff and take charge of the pris assistance In disposing of my wool,
Chaves, arriving upon the scene soon oner, returning with him to this city. found later that instead of helping all adopted American garh and It Is opening of navigation a record-breaafter the car had been jacked tip ond
me, every wool buyer on the street but. seldom that one sees what Is Ing season for shipments by way or
MADE TO YOUR
the lake routes Is expected. Tho ves
the body removed from the place JUMPED IN FIRE
was trying as hard as he could to dt called a "blanket Indian."
operators
sel
and lake carriers have
wherein It had been wedged, and
ORDER
Plenty of Good Timber.
me, and they probably would have
enlarged their flttetg of lake
a Jury to investigate the acci"There is considerable timber of the greatly
PLACE AND BURNED succeeded had I not been forewarned
while!
lioats for this year's service,
Shirt Waiat Suit from.. $18 up
dent.
The victim's pockets were
and prepared for them. I understand Colorado pine variety on the reserva- almost
a"Yvfr elM:.lA
every dock on the lakes has 0
searched, and about $S found, er
E. A. Garcia of Albuquerque, was tion. A high estimate puts this at.
Silk Waists from
that
'.$10 up
leen increased and Improved. The
WHILE
with a book In which were memoran- LOUIS GONZALES,
In Boston with 100,000 poundB of wool about 500,eoo,0(l0 feet, but. Mr. JohnWalking Skirt from.,.. $15 up
dums of groceries purchased, and a
FROM EPILEPTIC FIT, at the same, time 1 was and that he son thinks that a conserva'lve and Wabash, Ilesseiuer & Lake Erie;
Pennsylvania, Baltimore & Ohio; New
card bearing the number 891, which
was having a hard time disposing of safe estimate is from between
Everything Furnished at Thl
IS HORRIBLY BURRED.
York Central nnd
roads have
led those present to believe no was
it. You bet they are well organized.
and 120,000,000 feet of ma- spent many millions other
Price. Don't Forget the Number
imof
to
dollars
an employe of the American Lumber
While in the throes of an epileptic I had a friend in Boston who helped tured and merchantable timber, ready prove
their dock facilities.
eompacy, as they use this kind of fit, at 10 o'clock, yesterday, Louis me out. Why, those fellows made ten for cutting
and for the saw tnill. Dur118 West Gold Avenue,
Shipments of coal for the northwest
system among their employes. From Goniales, I'd years old, a resident of cents a pound on our wool the las" ing the past
year buildings to the and for vessel
from
fuel
lake
the
traced,
re
was
soon
his
Identity
this
Santa Fe, jumped into a fire place year. It's so good that I'm thinking value of lin.uoo have been added to porta
in 1905 amounted to 15,458,545
suiting In the discovery that ie. dead in his Toom on De Vargas street, in of starting a commission house there the agency. Among these were
a new
The soft coal shipments alone
man was Anselmo Haca.
that city, and was so badly burned mylf."
school, a new barn, an industrial build- tons.
1905 were 9,488.057 tons, which was
At 10 o'clock this morning the jury that he may die. His flesh about the
Mr. Bartlett would not say just ing and a superintendent's residence. in
TELL US OW TO DO IT.
was impanneled in Justice Chaves' head and upper part of the body was what he did to bring the organized The school building Is about a mile the largest tonnago for soft coal on
tonnage
The
ore
record.
ircn
Tell
us how we can supply you
of
the
office and repaired to Borders' under- terribly cooked and his clothing was buyers around to paying him a
from the headquarters at Dulce
Is
taking pnrlors where the remains partly burned off. Dr. J. M. Diaz was price for his wool, but acknowledged very commodious and remarka.blyandwell lakes in 1905 amounted to more than
better
quality cigar for ti money
were again reviewed. The jury then called and afforded what relief he 'hrtt he had found his experiment a adapted for the purposes for which It 30,000,000 tons. The figures for 1906,
than
tho
well known and well liked
because
of
early
opening
reof
the
lake
very profitable one.
returned to Old Town where they could. The young man was then
was erected. An appropriation for the!
Whito Lily cigar without lose and
moved in a cab to the home of his
rendered Iheir verdict.
He was absent from the territory coming year has bi'cn asked for the navigation and of the hearty business
we'll do it. You know very well that
Owing to the nature of the man's mother, Mrs. Kosalia Gonzales, ,'n about two months, part of which time construction of two new cottages for tone, will be larger, it is txpected,
wo must make some profit or go oat
wounds, which made immediate burial the north part of Santa Fe.
he spent at his old home In Maine employes and a barn for llvo stock, than in former years.
lujctssnry, Undertaker Borders was' According to those in the house at visiting.
He will continue
to his these buildings being greatly needed. BOGUS LORD HANGED
busineps, but we are content with
of
instructed by a reprosetitat ive of the the time of the accident, Gonzales, home at Socorro tonight.
cost
Their
$10,000
is
to
be
about
and
margin. Hence the low prtoe
fair
MISSCKiKI
FOR
MURDER.
spells,
family and Justice Chaves, to bury who was subject to epileptic
there is little, doubt but that they will
St.. Liouis, Mo., March 15. Seymour
centa
for such a fine cigar.
attacked with convul- BLACKM0RE.
2.00 b
the remains at tnce, and the unfor- was suddenly
be provided for in the Indian appro- Harrington, the bogus
REMtf ED AN
in
"lord," was ex.
tunate fellow AvaS laid to rest nt sions, and sprang from a chair, open
the box of fifty.
priation
bill
present
the
at
session
sitting,
by
was
which he
hanging this morning at the
before an
ecuted
noon in the Fairhill cemetery.
OFFICER TO HIS SORROW of congress.
'
Clayton jail for the murder of James
His cries
j fire place, jnto the flames.
The Coroner' Verdict.
or
Office
agony
Building.
Fine
brought those in adjoining
I. McLann two years ago. HarringAt 4 o'clock this afternoon the
"T
to his assistance. They found PATROLMAN WAGONER SUBDUED
"One . f the finest office buildings ton had contemplated several times
roroner's jury started taking testi- rooms
HIS
in
to
lying
him
embers,
the
PRISONER
unable
AFTER MUCH In the Indian service has been Just to break out of tho jail, hut his prepmony.
113"
It developed that the trolley
WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
time he had
TROUBLE.
completed and is occupied by the arations were detected early enough
car was running at the usual speed help himself. By the
liftedj from the fireplace he was
office force at the agency. It is very in each case to prevent him from car- at the point where the tragedy oc- been
in a
He
condition.
Clarence Blakemore was a sorry- commodious and just the thing. It is rying out his Intentions. He remained
curred; that the motorman saw the suffered
from the nervous looking specimen of humanity when built of adobe, plastered inside nnd firm to the end.
j
unfortunate man walking near the shock, as severely
Fines! Whiskies
as from the pain. Gon- ne was arraigned In police court this out, has a steel roof, Is one story high,
tracks when very close to him; t'nat zales was well
nut
at
morning.
the
married
and
His clothes were stained of a very pretty architectural design
Kansas City Cattle Market.
k
the man was reeling in such a manner time of the accident was unemployed. with
Wines, Brandies. Elc.
blood frc.m head
and his and contains a council chamber, the
Kansas City, March 15. Cattle re- - a
as to suggest that he was intoxicated;
JOSEPH
BARNETT,
face
c ipts, 1,000; including 300 southerns; 'Y
head
bore
and
hard
Prop'r.
tvidence
of
superintendent's
office,
rang
and
clerk's
the
the
motorman
bell
and
that
usage.
Blakemore,
who
is em- physician's offices. Its e st was about niarke1, steady to strong;
native T
that the victim of the car wheels in- AKED IF IF WAS SAFE
ployed , at Zleger's cafe as bead $3,000.
SAMPLE A NO 0'
steers, $l.0o(fj ti.OO; southern steers. Y
away
right
jumping
from the
stead of
2
0
West
TO ENTER THE SAL00.S dish
Railroad
Avenue
washer,
he
well
where
is
CLUB ROOMS
;
.1.10;
resouthern
Inspector
cows.
way,
"Indian
who
i.i.vm
Charles
leaped
of
between the rails,
liked and spoken of as a fine cently inspected the agency, stated
native cows and heifers. $2.25(H).
where he fell and was killed as deyoung uiiin when sober, went out that the office building wa one of the
stM kers and feeders, $2.75fr4.50;
scribed above. The official decree was OLD GENTLEMAN WHO EVIDENT. on a rampage
last night, arming him finest and best found on the Indian bulls, 2.90ffr4.2f; calves, I3.00frr6.75;
LY HAD BEEN READING JOINT
t'nat Baca met his death by being
self with a steel used in sharpening reservations that he has visited. He western fed steers, $.1.75ff")5.50; westSTATEHOOD ARGUMENTS.
struck and crushed by street car No.
THE FIRST LESSON
knives. He was creating a disturb took the plans of the building in order ern fed cows, $2.054.00.
1 near the court house on the evening
a white haired ance when Officer Wagoner
IN BREAD MAKING.
ulaced to recommend their adoption for other
Sheep receipts,
3.000;
market,
of March 14 ;is the result of accident-l- oldGeorge Pendleton,
him under arrest,
veteran (if the civil war who
filakemore resist agencies."
strong; muttons, $4.50fi5.(t'); lambs,
Is the most important of all; that
getting In front of the said car.
arrived from Colorado with ed the patrolman and was badly beat.").75(fi ;.nr,;
Is the selection
;
range wethers,
of proper flour.
Mr. Johnson stated that the Indians
In bad lrealth. en up us a result. He pleaded guilty are peaceable and
his daughter whi
'
There is no difficulty about this If
fed ewes, $ l.2,--ft 5.25.
d.
There
content'
JUDGE JOHN F. PHILIPS 0?
approached several saloons in ihe to intoxication, disorderly
tconducj has been very little trouble from the
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so
KXXXX0O0CO00CXDCOOC)0OOOOO
good and makes such sweet, white
U. S. COURT OF APPFALS business section of t:i city yesterday und resisting an cfticer in police court Illegal sale of liquor to the Indians,
and timidly inquired whether H was ibis morning and was sentenced to as he and the officials uuder him keep
and nutritious bread as to be unSCREEN
TIME
sale or not for hini to enter. He was pay a tine of $:iu or serve thirty days a sharp lookout and report cases of
surpassed ly any milled. The beet
Is here. Door and Window
IS STOPPING IN ALBUQUERQUE informed that it depended upon his in the county jail. It is b( lieved that
bread makers use It for that Tery
the violation of the law prohibiting
screens made to order.
FOR BENEFIT OF MRS. PHILcapacity as to that. letter Pendleton Blakemore will raise the fine money. the sale of liquor
reason.
to the Indians
was picked up from ihe wayside by
IP'S HEALTH.
ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING
MILL
promptly to I'nited States commisSpecial Ottioer Gray of the Santa Fe WILL GO TO TRIAL
sioners and to the United States at- KiX)OOOOOCOOOCOOC)CXXXXXDOO
Judge John F. Philips of the and lucked up. In police court this
torney, which officials take active
morning
gentleman
old
was
con
the
United States court of appeals, from
PIONCEft BAKERY
SAYS ATTORNEY FIELD steps for the punishment of offenders.
Wholesale Agent,
the west district of Missouri, with victed of intoxication and discharged.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
114 We
Copper Awe.
llf-a,,-;1 ;:
In
the
tiii. ,r?i,r,. I
conversation which ensued
chambers at Kansas City, Is In Albu(Successor
to Balling Bros)
querque, to remain a couple of weeks, relative to Pendleton's inquiries about REPRESENTATIVE OF CALEDON- NELSON BF.ATS UP TERRIBLE
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
IAN COAL COMPANY SAYS NO
it being safe to enter a saloon. Maraccompanied by Mrs. Philips.
We desire patronage and we guarTERRY AT QUAKER CITY
COMPROMISE HAS BEEN OFWhen seen at the Alavarado, this shall McMillin gave it as his opinion
antee
first class baking.
FERED.
0
"My that Pendleton had been reading the
morning. Judge Philips said:
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
t
p-Fully aware that he could
presence here is of no special conse- joint statehood argument's reiitsly
nothAttorney .Neil H rield. who has ing more liian satisfaction, as the law
quence. Mrs. Philips has been in ill aired so thoroughly in congress bebeen in New York City for some forbids decisions in prl.e fiehts in
health, the past winter, and we have fore coming to Albuquerque.
time past, in reference to the Cale- the Quaker City, (tattling Nelson beat
come out here to see if n change of
donian case, returned this morning. Terry Mrtiovcrn up in
climate wouldn't be beneficial to her.
gii shape in
MAY SINK THE WELL DEEPER
When seen by a representative of a
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
go. at Philadelphia,
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Her illness, however, is nothing seriCATHEDRAL
deEvening
The
Mr.
Citizen,
Field
nigin. It was jus, as ;le sporting
ous."
ALVARADO HOTEL
:ir,'ij Y(H Kailroad Ave.
strong
nied,
that
terms,
report
in
the
Judge Philips said that he hadn't
A eor eiMindent of the Ei Paso
Maternity had expected il;e Dane
COMMERCIAL
Auto Phone, 320.
CLUB BUILDING.
he had been Ihere lor the purpose had the bcsi
looked Into the trouble between the Times, writing to that paper from
of the tii:ri! fioin g'ng
famseeking
of
in
a
compromise
the
AUSTRIAN
CHINA
shippers and the railroads of Kanto g uig. The only part of :'ie affair
under date of March 31, ous case, on
the part of the plaint- not on he program was the r eeption
sas, an Investigation of which has says:
iffs.
been made in Kansas City by the InPostmaster J. M. Hawkins has heen
KJeld. tendered the lighters by Wi. spectaMr
"You may say,'' said
terstate Commerce Commission, Tiut taking some interest in the abandoned
Hisses ami cat cills was the
who
Coal tors.
represents
Caledonian
Ihe
he thought that it had something to test artesian well which was put down
greeiinr. elicited by 'he lining mancompany
ease,
which
in
rebate'
in
ihe
do with the alleged discrimination of l.i'Oii feet hv order of General Man
ner in which the tig'hlers h'tLL-eeach
rates ly the railroads in favor of the ager 11. J. Simmons of the E. P. & the above company is suing the Santa other the first few rounds Th last
KING OF LOOSE-LEA- F
BINDERS
CO, 117 Gold Avenue
Colocompany
Fe
the
Kailroad
and
Standard Oil and against smaller S. V. Mr. Hawkins has been corthree r; unds Terry was
a busy
company,
for
Fuel
Iron
rado
and
shippers.
responding with the department of ll'iiumij Carnages and $.10,0110 law- hugging the ropes and co. ig iii to
.While here Judge Philips will the interior, and on Saturday last reStromjet.t Locking Device
e Terry
fi es, "that your informant was hug TiiM Dane, and the Tei
quiet?1 examine some law
papers, ft ived a. letter from Acting Chief En- yers'
Greatest Expansion
would have most likely I.,
put
to
was
lying,
he
must,
have
known
'
and
which he lias brought with him from gineer A. P. Davis of Washington,
Easiest Manipulated
sleep had 'he fight, la-- !'
anot
I
her
in
lyiim,
was
when
said
he
Missouri.
The jmle is ;in old school statin; that it was to be regretted
round,
fr.-ishower
lie was realinu
to compromise the case."
ma'e and comrade (,f
We are exclusive Agents.
b ring
was not, put
the Loon-foo- t
"Tl'eii. as far as the plaintiffs aie of blow on the Jaw as it., "iig an'rit tenth n of Missouri.
down deeper and taniuj-'the bottom concerned, the case will come up foi no'ince,! ibe end.
BURGLARS!
The Telephone Is a
of the red clay beds, as it would have trial ;.t the next term of court?" was
MORTUARY.
Telephone the Police
ready messenger
A GASTRONOMICAL
been u most important experiment asked of Attorney Field
TREAT WILL
FIRE1
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
and tested the resources of the under"Yes. sir." he replied.
IT
NEVER TIRES!
Telephone 'he Kire
HOOK MIX DKK S
lying formations.
Attorney Field's ELEPHANT MERCHANTS
LUNCH
At the lime of
J. W. O'BRIEN.
Telephone Is an
The
Department.
Engineer Davis also stated "hat at absence in New York, It was rum FROM 11 TO 2:30.
rsjrNSjNAWsBrsjarsjrv
.1.
WJv ntie
O'Brien, a resident of
iilert w&tchman
ILLINESS!
no
bydrol-oglwould
people
F
a
government
distant
the
Santa
that
date
ored
.Albuquerque for the past four months.
Telephone tho Iioitor.
IT NEVER SLEEPS!
compromise and that
would visit Alamogordo to make try to effect
away in death this mornint at
an
might
place
geological
examination
take
forthis
settlement
the
of
ahis home at :I10 mations
in early hour
of this district, to determine while Mr. Field was in the east, but
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN
YOUR
HOME
Mountain rotid. from tuberculosis. The the prospects
OPENING SALE
no one here was in a position to say,
fle eased came here from Pittsburg, water, in this for obtaining it artesian
compromise
or
Hie
did
may
shv,
that
be
connection
a., witn ins mown r, mill iijh wuu
take place while Aitoiney
X'liru whtn the end came, and who stated that had the test wen been would
put
IS
to the bottom of the red Field was in New York.
(will accompany
remains back to clay down
h.
Just what the Santa 1'" and the
ihal artesian water would
An attractive
lot of new
Lace
Miat cltv where interment will take have
Colorado Fuel and Iron company will
been struck. This red clay
Cur.ains at prices you are someV'aee.
E
The remains will be shipped
is something wonderful.
OOCXXXDOOOOCXXXXXXXOCCCOO
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
It do in the matter is not known here.
1;
STAGE US
time asked to pay for goods two
"'light. i
was found at a (lepra of U'3 feet and but that the plaintiffs in the ease will
price
Sale
old.
or three teator.s
in that same formation the well was push 'he case is made apparent by
Wootton & Myer,
75c to $9.00
from
EMING RAINS ARE
Carries the United State! maDj
put down to l,i(io feet. The clay is Attorney Field's statement, a quoted
GOOD FOR RANGES.
I
only line with a change of stock en
gummy and sticky and was very above.
Rope
"r.v
Poitiers
Itaiu began falling at Doming late troublesome to go through.
route; good rigs, horae and driven;
Should
These
Vulut-TO THE LADIES.
Monday
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
continued the government' hydrologist think the
and
evitiiiitf
snould Im
money-savinpi i uri it
Madam
Lamb's millinery
Steward
throughout the nistht without ce.ssa-"n- . conditions favorable
Wednesday and Kriday at 5 a. m. Yat
for obtaining ar- opening, which began this af ernoon,
IMVMh
erv
e
particulars, addresu W. L. Trlmbl
The rain was the steady, easy tesian water here it will be an easy
will
$.'1.50
this
tomorrow.
wertli
over
At
continue
1
Wi'd, and the water ail went into the matter to make this well
AND RENTALS
Co., aKents, Albuqneruue, N. M., or J.
Jl'oi.
Ixt No.
.ieeper. opening is being shown one of the
$5.00
woi'h
Lot No. L'... ?!.oii,
Ii. 11 LUCK, I'roprletor. perea. N. M.
ground and will d a vast amount of through the
day.
moat heum iful displays of ladies' huts
Si ot
Hftod.
l)t No. ::. .ft'"'. wr
Farms
This is the first rain of any
Ranches
and
brought,
ever
Albuquerque.
to
isequence that has fallen In that
SPECIAL CHICK
&
FEED.
'lUon since last fall. Cattlemen are
EGG FOOD, POWDER LICE
EXPERT
AT THE WHITE
CHEF
FIRE INS CHANCE, REAL ESTATE
Correspondence Solicited.
GOID AVENUE
H8
wtanng the broad smile, as the KILLER. LIQUID.
B.
Phone
68
Colo,
CLARK-VILLTHE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A
LOANS
iau S. Third St..
will start the spring trass und
PRODUCE CO., 602 SOUTH
LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
1IOMK
4D1.
phone
CO.Ml'ANV
Pu Hie range in fine condition.
Automatic
FIRST STREET.
I DAILY.
Room 10, N. 7 Arznljo BuUdlaa.
!nio Hani, rtK'l aboii- V yian.
was run .lawn und instar.tlv Kiile'.l I:im
ninht at 11 o'clorl;. by Ailnuj-i'-rio
Traction i ompuny's
No. 1, in
eharse tif Motormau Sihriiihr aid;
Chambers, the body beinp
'
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Albert Faber
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Furniture, Carpets and Draperies
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Piques and
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J. RICHARDS

The St. Elmo

$2.25-4.00-
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M. BERGER,
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Ctown Studio
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Tfce Majestic

Furniture and Crockery
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DANGERS OF THE DARK

New-Yor-

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
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Lace Curtains

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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Real Estate
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J. W. MASTERS

SU1iy

I

RANKIN

CO.
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.Tvmre. Just across the
line, and will be brought here when
the necessary papers have liven secured.
Prldemore was formerly manager
of the El Capltan I,and and Cattle
company nnd was Indicted in the disof comtrict court on the 9711charge of
cattle
head
plicity In stealing
from the company.
LAYS ASIDCTOREVER

transferred to

MRS. JOHN MITCHELL AT LAST
GETS A
WIFE OF THE MINE WORKERS'
PRESIDENT TELLS OF THE SIX
CHILDREN SHE LEAVES AT

WELL-EARNE-

HOLIDAY

D

VEILED

In iho opportunities that have conic to John
of the I'nited Mine
Workers tif Amor1( a, lie uvtr has had
the encouragement of Ills modes? little
wife. So that ho emld render a full
measure- of usefulness o the larsest
l.ilKir organisation In America. Mrs.
Mitchell has tiAtl t idsy the part of
father as well a mother to their six
children. She haa Ion lived a quiet,
and
retired life In Soring: Valley, III.,exist-oncurae In her
now for Ihe
Is eujnjitns a holiday In New
New York, March 15

e

Yoilt.
"The. hal.y Is now 17 months old.
in 1,1 thmtfch! she was tld enough
t. ha lef at home." Is the way Mrs.

Mitchell accounts for her eastern visit.
"1 have always wanted to come to
Npw York and ste the field of so
finny of Mr. Mitdietl's- battles.
"We- a! HI live In the town where
!. hozan his llfo as a coal miner. It
better for the children to lire there,
IhoiiRTi many of our friends uTRe that
we move t ti lnd1atmolis, where Mr,
are. I always
Mitchell's
insist that it Is wiser for the children
U
erow
in a snuill town, where
(liey h3ve all the best advantages of
Itie country, and then later they can
s

fwmm.y iff!

fr

j
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15,
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HERMIT DIES
KEEPING SACRED VOW

CENTURY GUN CLUB

OF LAS VEGAS.

The new gun rhib met In the office
of Dr. E. I,. Hammond and receiveu
the renort of the committee, says the
Optic. It was decided to name the
club the Century Gun Clui). and uie
were real,
constitution and
amended and accepted. The site for
the location of the traps was seleetvu
east of town, near "Green's lake,"
and weekly shoots will be held. The
traps have arrived anu nave oeeu
placed in position.
The following ofllcers were elected
for one year: J. M. Russell, president:
Dr. H. V. Houf, vice president; T. C.
Lipsett, secretary, Dr. E. I,. Hammond, treasurer: A. O. Kimmel, captain, and Ed. E. Gehring. assistant
captuin.
The charter members are: A. 0.
Kimmel. Dr. H. W. Houf. H. n. Hubbard. Charles Lewis. .1. M. Russell,
Dr. E. j. Hammond. E. E. Gehrlrig,
.1.
I). Johnston, .1. E. Passwater, G.
Burks. Jr.. W. M. Murphy, lien.
Strlckfadcn. Herbert W. Drown, V.
H. Waite, T. C. Upsett.
by-la-

ba-b-

iicd.-jiiajler-

which was a mixed train. For the
years he has run belast twenty-si- x
Angeles and Yuma, and
tween
has had charge or the limited. He
has a record in the offices of being
absolutely dead square. Citrograph.

Mppy when he Is appreciated.
"The baby Katherin? is as interestBUTTONS AND PUNCH.
ed la the newspaper accounts as our
oldest son. Richard. The tatter never
On the day William Sippy. known
a"
Hues to lied at night without going everywhere throughout the west he
over the papers to see what 'father "Old Hill." was seventy-fivrecognizes turned in his punch to the Southern
Is doing, while the
his picture, tin niatttr in what paier tiuoirir. r.iilrmirl and took off his
Me retired
It is published.
Sometimes an old "brass bound" uniform.
vears of service, first
sheet is flung on the floor, nnd the after furtv-fiv- e
then as engineer, and for
minute she spies his face she crows ns fireman, years
thirtv-fiv- e
as conductor. And
and calls out 'papal papa!'
today "Old 11111" looks, acts, works
"There are always ureat times when aDd
men of forty-fiv- e
'feels
'papa' comes hom?. The holidays, no orNfifty. like most
matter how far distant he may be, are
In 1S:I Slppy was a locomotive
spent with us, and many Is the time engineer
in Pennsylvania, when he
when he has traveled a day and a had Andrew Carnegie us his superin
night to spend Christmas. Thanks- tendent, and when the great milliongiving day, or some other feast day aire library founder was glad to cam
with us.
Sippy
3,00o a year railroading.
"In all the years that my husband worked for the Central Pacific as en
lalior
in
the
has been actively engaged
gineer in IStifi. and became conductor
movement. I have never seen or heard
the Southern Pacific in 1!i5.
him In a conference or convention. when the line was built to "Drum
Is
I
could.. Hiirracks," or Wilmington.
I have always wished that
but have feared going with him, feel
When the Southern Pacific was
What do the vegetarians care tor
i,o to the city. The children would lug that I might In some way be a building from Los Angeles to Yuma
not see any more of their father for hindrance t; what, he had to do."
Slppy lived In Spadra there was no the high price ef hides? They don't
The many sacrifices that Mrs. Mit- Pomona then and run the local eat 'em.
living In Indianapolis, for toft U ai the
extreme end of the country on day chell has made for the cause of orand on the read starting for the other ganized labor are told in the white
threads that are seen among her dark
a day later.
She Is In the thirties, and
"Of course I wish, that niy husband lockH.
could be at home mitre. Hvery wife tlieae gray hairs surely would not be
would naturally wish that. But I know there had she been unthoughtful ofj
Her gray eyes j
the great good he la doing and I love her responsibilities.
and admire htm for It. He Is a Rood and delicate features express her,
man and I am very proud of him. Irl&h blood. She Is slight of figure.
At home we read everything that the jand Is perfectly simple and direct In
payers my about him and are always her manner.
e,

HOME.
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THURSDAY,

PLY TRADE IN HUMAN SKIN

j

JILTED BY FAITHLESS SWEETHEART, NO WOMAN SAW HIS
FACE AGAIN

4

LIVED ALONE FOR

FORTY YEARS.
!

.'t

Dallas Ctnter, O., March 13. True
to his vow that no woman should ever
'
again see his face, Michael Carlos,
known as the veiled nermit, lived
years and died In
alone for forty-on4 at
bis lonely hut on the outskirts of
this quiet settlement.
His face was
never visible, for. wrapped securely
nd fasabciit his old slouch hat
tened at his chin, he wore a thick
veil, through which one could see only
the faint outline of a human countenance.
His long, lank figure, clad In a tat
.
tered army uniform, was familiar on
i
J
nrr"1r
the streets of the village. His wants
were few, 'and he spent but little.
remain true to him till his return.
It was rumored that he had vast
At the battle of South Mountaiu,
sums of money secreted In his cabin, Carlos was shot through the lower
but It was not definitely known until Jaw. The wound was net given necesafter his deith, which occurred last sary attention and he was disfigured
week, that he had left a valuable for Hfe.
estate.
His sweetheart, who had promised
His rory Is a sad one. At the to remain true, rejected him because
time cf the outbreak of the civil war cf his terrible appearance and mar-tiehe was engaged to marry a beautiful
another. Then he made the vow
young woman of Zanesville,
O. whicn he has so sacredly kept. Not
Michael was among the first to enlist a single woman has looked
for the war. His proud sweetheart! fea ores of Michael Carlos sinri th
bid him "God speed," promising to. civil war.

J&

e

'I,
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ABDUCTING CASE
P09TOFFICE DISCONTINUED.
FROM OTERO COUNTY.
The postofflce at Hood, San Juan
Damaclo Molino was arrested a few county, has been discontinued. Mail
days ago at Tularaso, Otero county, addressed to Hcod will in the future
be sent to Fannlngton.
on the charge of abducting
AN

,
Cleta Gutierrez, niece or Roque
t.c ccsp'.a'.nar.t. Th? pr1sonr
denied having any knowledge of the
wnerea bouts of the girl. He has a
family near Nogal, Lincoln county.
No trace of the girl has been found
thus far and officers are working on
the case.
Mon-t:-ya-

GEMS

COLLECTED
FROM DAILY STAR

Tlierc is a luxuriant growth of Bugar
lieets on the south side where the
tMe-has sprouted. Some of the lieets
are hlnh enough for thinning to be
.commenced and the little brown meu
are busily engaged swarming over
the patches thinning them out to the
lioier stage. The Japs who have
een Imported for the work are experts with sugar beets and know Just
vrbat Is needed in that line. Pnoentx
Gaze;le.
FARMING ON THE SANTA CRUZ.
The fanners along the Santa Cruz

river, especially in the vicinty of
have great bones for t'le fu
ture. All of them have increased their
acreage thin year In planting, notably
Ralph MeCorkle. Tom Casenega, D.
YV.
Cuinmings, W. H. Walker, Jose
Piskoskl, Harvey Walker. Ed Egan,
WBse, Henry Ohm, Joe Buruel,
J !
and oher big ranch owners.
As stated in the VideUe last week
more 1ian 5'W acres in that section
has been sown to barley. Fully 200
ncres will be planted to beans. The
iieafl crop is planted during the
tuonihs of July and August. In that
suction the yield of beans In n or
dinary year is 1,0(10 pounds to the
acre, but this year the estimate is
mwh higher.
Corn ftalaing lias had attention by
f?w rantfors In the immediate sec

tion mentioned. This year, however,
the acrtage will be increase! and the
liwest estimate given the Vidette Is
250 acres. The principal corn raisers
are Ralph MeCorkle, Will and Harvey
Oum.
Walker, Jose Plskoski,
Ed Egan. Walter Laplant and a number of Mexican fanners whose names
the Vidette failed to learn. A few of
i!.ie progressive farmers Itijttfodueed
a superior quality of seed corn about
two years ago, and now all the ranch- rr&r especially the grain grower- shave taken up the idea and all are
placing on the market good corn:
fine large grains, both white and
yellow.
The Santa Craz river valley is fam
ous for its fine vegetables and melons
Tom Casanega being especially the
"Watermelon King," and now at.ten
lion is being turned to fruit culture.
It is strange that farmers in the
Calabnsas section have not put out
more fig trees. The soil and climatic
conditions there are most excellent
for the successful produc'lon of tills
splendid fruit. A fig tree will grow
in any sort of soil and can get along
with very little attention always pro
ducing proliflcally.

Hry

GLOBE

JAIL

WAS

WASHED AWAY.
which prevailed
heavy rain-storall day and continues the evening unabated, swelled Pinal creek, which
runs through the town of Globe, Ariz.,
to the proportions of a torrent. Below
the railroad depjL the creek cutaway
A

the east bank, and at

o'clock Monday afternoon undermined the rear
wall of the temporary Jail, which fell
into the stream, and a few minutes
liter the entire structure of brick fell
with a crash. Officers had been watch
ing the encroachment of the creek j
and before the walls fell removed the
itrlunnara tr, tha nnmt.ot- - it tmii'ird)
of forty.
One, a woman, was released and the
others placed in a public hall under
a heavy guard. Four prisoners charged with murder and several with
grand larceny, will probably be taken
to Solomonville, and kept in the Graham county Jail until the court meets
next June. A temporary Jail will be
erected as quickly as ixissible.
The stage coming from Roosevelt
stalled at the crossing of Pinal creek
and the driver cut the horses lor.se
and saved the mall. Washouts were
feared on the Gila Valley & Globe rail,
road, on which there had been a par
tial freight blockade for two weeks.
5

PRIDEMORE IS HELD BY
MEXICAN OFFICIALo.
A special dispatch from Rosv.ell.
dated March 13th. says: The . lexi-ca- n
officials in lis Cusas Grandes.
Mexico, refused to deliver Thomas
Prldemore to Sheriff Woodrurf of
this county until the usual extradition
proceedings were gone through with
and the sheriff returned today with-qthe prisoner, fridemore was in
Jail at Casas Grandes ai.l signified
his willingness to come here without
He has been
extradition papers.

You May
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HEALTH NEWS FROM
Aunt Bttsy
her old horie
up today; got

WEST NEWTON.

Turner la better, but
"led 'o eat their cow
her down and bit her

severely. West Newton
Lima (O.) Gazette.

c.orrenpind-ence-

The Safe and Helpful Beverage

Corps:'1

MEDICAL STUDENTS STRIP CUTI- their gruesome traffic had been car
CLE FROM BODIES IN DISSECT- ritd on foe gome time with consider
ING ROOM AND SELL IT TO able proflt.v
It was learned from these young
EASTERN NOVELTY MAKERS.
men, who refused to give their names,
that a large demand for human sklr
Berkeley, Cal., March 13. A great comes from the east, where it is mad;'
sensation has resulted from the dis- Into all sorts of novelties and brings
covery of a regular traffic in human high prices.
skin, stripped from the bodies of
The skin, they sta'ed. brings froii'
men, women and children 1n dissect $20 per square foot up, that from th
ing rooms and sold to eastern novelty liodies of women and children bring
dealers for covering purses and other ing a higher price because of superior
feminine
softness. The skin on the body of
Two medical students recently ap- one man is worth about $T)0o. Cuticle
proached the head of a large tannery is soft and pliable, resembling cnamois
here, exhibiting two pliees oi' cuticle, in many respects.
one about a foot square and the othet
The authorities will endeavor to
smaller in size. They requested that stop the ghoulish trade which, it is
thought, has been carried on secretly
these lie tanned and wished to
for a regular trade in this line In this vicinity for years. It Is unof work.
lawful to have human skin in one's
Closely questioned, they admitted possession aside from that worn on
with reluctance, that the skin had one's own frame and the cuticle merbeen stripped from a corpse in a Sau chants may find themselves severely
Francisco dissecting room and that dealt with, if caught.

beer helps the stomach to perform its
It aids the digestion. The percentage of
alcohol in good beer is very small. GOOD beer
Yiener quenches the thirst and refreshes instantly and naturally. Athletes drink Wiener beer when
T'.icy know that it is good for thera.
ia training.
GOOD

offices.

mm

BEER

nic-nac-

The absolute wholesomeness ot lilatz Beers is predetermined by the Blatz Method, months before it
conies to you. Pure, sparkling water hop
barley malt brewed and matured in the good
Blatz way. The ideal home beverage.

ilLWAUKIt VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholeole Dealers,
Albuquerque, New neilco.
I

r Always tKa

Same Good.

Old.

"Qlatz

y or Y

YOU May' Think We Ate SPECULA TBM
WIE Know We Have a

"GOOD THING"

That E caD afford to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
cf the only heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will ex
clude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you irom
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

RpmPITlhP r .

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial I
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-fothat the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
;'this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

u

WIENER

Bwt Things HVil(!JT Come Oat Wayl
You'll Have to, Also!
'

.

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
M. P.
Selling Agent
MM, Secretary
SI A

and
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the expiration of tho excursion
tickets.
Thece tickets will li(- - so made out
that the holder may, on the payment
of 117.50 extra, return
way of
rVrtland. Salt. Lake City and ltenver.
lie an excelim; oiiuortunit
inis - will M.,..:
f.,
t v. . j
limners io attenil a
meeting of this Important body of
the lodjre, and will also afford them
an opportunity to visit the Pacific
coast at small expense.
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WE ANTICIPATED

I

WANTS I

fYOUl
j

In buying our 1906 stock of Re- and now have on dis-- j
play a beau.iful line of the cele- -

Baldwin nerigerior.

Come early and get your pick and
if we can t uit you from ttock we
will get your order In with our

second shipment.
D. EMMONS.

Both Phones
Sole

Agen

t

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. F. Kelcher

Wholesale Grocers

.

.'ii-Air-a

frigeratort;
oraied

low the railroad depot the creek cut
THIRD STREET
away the enst bank, and undermined
the rear wall rdMhe temporary jail,
which fell Into the stream, and a few
minutes Inter the lareo strtictur" of
hrlck fell with a crash. Officers hail All Klnda of Freeh and 8att Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
heen wntchlns the encroachment of
EMIL KLEINWORT,
the creek and before the walls fell
removed the prisoners, who number Masonic Building, ?torto Third Street
upwards of forty. One, a woman,
was released, and the others placed
In a public hall under a heavy Kunrrt. PAINTS,
OiLS, VARNISHES ANL
Four prisoners, chnrsed with murder,
BRUSHES.
TO BUILD UP THE
and several with grand larceny, will
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
WASTES OF ARIZONA probably be taken to Solomonvllle,
Passengers on the southhuund rtav and kept In the Graham county Jail Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
IlKiit express on the M. & p. the other1 until court meets here next June.
A metto Roof Paint; lasts five years
ua enjoyed the companionship of a temporary jail will be erected as stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
and
gentleman of Herman xtraetlo:i who quickly as possible. The stage coin-wPelts.
en route to Tempe, and accomfrom Roosevelt stalled at the 09 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
3 n led by his five
rial wives, each of Tossing; at Pinal creek, antt the
'
Established In 1882
whom was aring for babies, ranging driver cut the horses loose and saved
In Hge from
G.
ne to twelve months the mail. A washout, is feared on
&
besides a niimbi r of o her children, ,no Chill Valley & (llobe railroad, on So.'e agents for Casino Canned Goods
numbering twenty in all, all bearing ' wnirn there was a partial freight
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
eloquent evidence to the fact that i ulorkH('e tor 1wo Pplsboden'a Granite Flour.
ueir proud parents were not advocates of the race snlcMe theory, which
is now disturbing the higher and exclusive social circles of the effete east.
Groceries
ine happy par y were led in prayer
at times by the father, and several
Hlllsboro creamery Butter Best on
hymns were sung, indicating that all
MATINEE AND NIGHT,
Earth.
neie pious members of the Church ol
Orders
Solicited.
l atter Day
Fres Delivery.
Saints. The old gentle- SATURDAY,
MARCH
17.
214 South Second Street.
man was very solicitous of the comfort of his five wives, and snowed
each and all at all times every atteu- insurance; RE Ah ESTATE
mm .i loving arm nniilui tiusiiand
Rowland & Clifford
NOTARY PUBLIC.
should.
Room
6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
The wives were all notably sociable
Present
with and apparently very agreeable to
auwuiuo leiepnone, 171.
THE EMPHATIC SUCCESS,
each other, and one and all iookei
A. D.
after the little affairs of their flock
with the loving solicitude rf true
DORA
mothers.
They were all much Im
pressed with the rugged mountain
scenery along the route, and happy at
the thought of making a country of
such grandeur their home Phoenix
Republican.
Dramatization of Bertha M. Clay'a
STRIKE FEARED IN THE
f amous isovei.
MEXICAN CENTRAL SHOPS
A big strike is threatened
among
the mechanics of the Mexican Central
railroad In all its shops in northern The Sweetest Story Ever Told
Mexico, Including those at Chihuahua.
0
Aguascalientes, Monterey and
San
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps.
WHOLESOME, CLEAN, REFRESH- Luis Potosi.
horse-powc- r
supplies
and
ana
pump- - y
ING.
The cause of the trouble is an IndiIng outfits,
vidual who made trouble in the shops
Auto.
Phone 308, Colorado Red 131. Y
at Chihuahua a month ago. At
s
EXCELLENT
PRODUCTION.
it is charged that he is try- AX
ing to put everything on "piece work,"
and the Central's mechanics will not
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursdar
stand it.
These skilled laborers are strongly March 15.
organized Into a union and they are
prepared to resist even to the extent Matinee
50c and 25c
of a general strike. A delegation fr;m Evening
35c, 50c and 75c
the Chihuahua union has gone to
Asuascnlientes to try to effect a set
tleinent in conjunction with the other If your neighborhood is
unions. This week will probably see
the turn in the matter a settlement
or a general strike.
1
I

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

as

AND LAS VEGAS

-

Cor. Coal and Second
for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

F.

.

RRATT

GROSS, KELLY

CO.

CO., INC.

&.

-

TO

THiS CHANCE

Stapl

ELKS' THEATRE

SEH

CURE BARGAINS IN

H
H

HARNESS

M

SADDLES

H

BRIDLES

H

LAP ROBES

M

AND ETC.
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RAILROAD
TOPICS
tkXK0KCOsK)tKC
Dr. W. D. R3deliff, surgeon at the ployes of the company the sum of
Santa Fe cut off at Belen, was in the $2,004.59. This expenditure does not
city yesterday on official business.
include the expenses of operation of
the department, which are also borne
Chief Engineer J. V. Key, of the by the company. During the six years'
Belen cut-of- f
force, was an arrival in application of the pension plan, 2,700
the city yesterday, returning to Helen employes have been retired as pensioners from the active service of the
last night.
company, of which number 8!)0 have
W. H. Barney, the Santa Fe coast died. Of the total number retired.
lints conductor, together witii A,rs. (ISS were between the ages of 65 and
Barney, left last night for a pleasure 69 years, of whem 546 were retired
on their own request with the ap
visit to San' a .Monica. Cal.
proval of the employing officer.
.1.
R.
Parker, general superintendent of thewestorn grand division of STRUCK BY ENGINE AND
the Santa Fe, arrived in the city las;
KILLED NEAR WILLARD.
night In his private car and will reThe following dispatches are clipmain throughout the day on company ped from the New Mexican:
business.
Estancia. N. "i Marrh 14 in nn- known man, whose name, up to this
D. B. Keller, vice president of the
time could not be ascertained, was
Fort Worth and Denver, announces run over,
yesterday afternoon,
enlargement of the company shops at
Willard
and Estancia, on the
says
more than Helen cut-oWfchita Falls. He
by an engine. He was
90 miles
f heavy ntw steel will be found
brought here, but expired
and
laid and forty new iron bridges con- soon thereafter.
structed on tile line during the year.
Later Dispatch.
Willard, N. M., March 14. The man
F. H. Mudge, bridge engineer on who
run over by a train near this
the Santa Fe cut-of- f at Belen, arrived place was
yesterday was a tramp named
in the city yesterday evening from
He was standing between
Sunnyside, where the line crosses the McGlonie.
cars of a train- preparing to move
Pccoh river, and stated that activity the
when the train suddenly backed on
all ulrng the line of construe ion work him,
knocking him down and passing
was under way, and that all the over his
body. He died before reachcamps were filled with workmen.
ing this place.
i
Kates on r fined oil shipped frcm
St. Louis to Kansas City have been AN EXCURSION FOR
cu; by the Railroad and Warehouse
NEW MEXICO SHRINERS
commission of Missouri from twenty
cents per hundred pounds to nine
cents, and from Kansas City to St.
Louis from peventeen cents to nine TO MEETING OF THE IMPERIAL
SHRINE AT LOS ANGELES IN
cents. It is expected that the courts
MONTH OF MAY.
will be asked to de ermine the justice!
or the action.
C. W. Ccok, traveling freight and
According to Edward L. Doheny, passenger agent for the Santa Ee in
president of the Mexican Petroleum New Mexico and Arizona, is up from
company, the Mexican Central rail- Kl Paso talking excursion to local
way is now taking 511,1100 barrels of shriners.
It is the plan of the Panta Fe to
Ebano futl oil a month. This is about
an excursion train to Los Angeles
the amount the Central will run
use when all engines on the system to carry New Mexico shriners to the
annual meeting of the Imperial counare equipped to burn t II.cil of the mystic shrine, which will
Ten thousand workmen are wanted meet this year in the City of the
by the Western Pacific railroad at Angeles the early part of the month
the headquarters of the E. B. & A. L. of May. Mr. Cook has charge of the
for the excursion and is
Stout company, Oakland, and the arrangements
Utah Construction company, Oroville, getting things in tiptop ship shape.
according to circulars being sent out The special will he a solid train of
from the California offices of that Pullman sleeping and dining cars and
road to the agents of other lines. will carry nothing hut. Shriners. It
These agents are requested to give will leave Albuquerque as Second No.
the fac the greatest publicity possible 7 early on the morning of May ti, arriving at the convention city on the
while the low colonist rate is on.
forenoon of May 7, which will be in
Construction is proceeding rapidly lime for the earliest sessions of the
on the Las Vegas & Tonopah road, council, in I.os Angles, the passon-- i
il.tL.tCt tint nimial
.Auralnn
which Senator Clark and his associ- Trj UI
ates are building from Las Vegas and train, and return at their own pleas-- ,
Oood Springs to Tonopah. Fifty miles tire between-th- e
time of their arrival
of the road is completed, as far as and Jlllv 31. whiel. will h. the time
Indian Camp. Nevada. This ivad will
be 12o miles long and will cost $1,60(1,-000- .
The llarrimau interests are not
connected with the project. Senaor
Clark built the Salt Lake route without selling bonds, and he proposes
to adhere to the same plan in build-iithe Las Vegas & Tonopah.
'
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PRESERVE YOUR

(Bunco CBaCwviA
N'o dangerous drugs
or alcoholic
concoctions are taken inta the stomHyoniei
ach when
is used. Breathed
through the inhaler, the balsamic
healing of Hyomei penetrates to the
most remote cells of the nose and
throat, and thus kills the catarrhal
germs, heals the irriated mucous membrane and gives complete and permanent, cure.
Hyoniei is the simples', most pleasant and the only guaranteed cure for
catarrh that has been discovered.
Complete outfit, fl.tni; extra Untie, 50
cents.
Sor sale by J. H. O Rielly & Co.

Both Phones

SNEAK

Address,
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T.
S. F. Ry.,
Railway Exchange, Chicago.

THIEVES
AT

A

LAS

Third and Marqoettt

Jus; received two carloads of

HEALTH

Carriages,

Buggies,

fine

Runabouts

i

and Phaeton.

Made of ehamoia, reinforced
with flannel light, aoft and eom.
fartnble.
I.iko erprythlnf ele In thin
tore, thane ita are cuaranteed
to gire entire at i.tuclion.

will help to get them
started Southwest of you
will give us their names
and addresses. Write us
today.

B.
Room

Dr. King's

j

New Discovery
Pries

FORI;OUGHSand
OLDS

50c 41.00
Fres Trial.

CARPET

THORNTON

Cleans everything.

o

Furniture

GILA COUNTY

JAIL
FALLS INTO CREEK.
Ariz., dated
vMlh,,,,lch K"ys:
rains
"V0''"1
,'''
''','khIl,
r""
Be- inrougn tne town, to a torrent

LrV

-

-

MILL

Auto-matlc-

671.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldrldge's
yard.

WOOD
IY).

KINDLING

W.H.Halin&Co
njiru iciiAare

wvrvwvvvvvi

!

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour f the
night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all klnda of Fresh Mtil.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash Automatic 'phone, lib. Office, 208
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.

Iffl
of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

Santa Fe Railway

&

Bshsa is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., ai the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

lie

ALL
coat

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
bT0i
,nd :otoot
aIIeys
leauti,ul ,ake
feet
TIT" T T 25x142
T'
r
PU:a;l;nf0f
lie.t mercantile establishments New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. rd barrel.
f
Hr,
80

e',.ur.nu'

etc.

Fe.en

largest

V

8,ree'9-wlt-

wool. Cour. wheat, wine,

bean,

.DdoffoTv.rdrVn.t'lrCTr

tl,9hCUT

e"
f :c

lfr8da1;

,

a

first-clas-

g

f,tbem

,,Dpr0Ted

by

modern hotel.

Dd

w!de-wl,-

FC ROUTE

WILL

lt!T.tIoi:o

d

h0U... eo.tdal.y: J.rge w.ner,; three hotels,
Its importance as a great commercial raUroad city lathe near future cannoi bs e.ttm.ted
X50

and La, la Central New Meiico.

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA
f

20
iu

GO OVFR

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH
We need a

sand or gravel.

flrst-cla-

baser,, tailor shop, shoe house.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
Mffm Km
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dwxaiM

ciUis.n;n. rrcsident'i-

'T
m7-

-

rawagjsa
bzz
7"1

Je-e- ler.

plumbln,

AND 8QUTH.

.ho,. p..at0, mui.

DEEDS.

ociw tuwn ana improvGrn&ni company
ttt ivi.orunurrjn,
19.mI.am
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BATH-

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284;
,

American Block

COKE

Claanur

NVVV..c

-

- ufjljl. .Ii. toll.

ML
CO
$6.00 Rer Ton

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no otherJust Thornton. Both 'phones. a
737 South Walter Street.

'"

MEXICO

to a long fellow for a six footer. Several styles for selection. Price la itie
"short" of It with us. We'll gladly
estimate on tub and Installation, enow
you samples ami give full information
and good work.
We also carry the finest lino of garden hose In the city.

N. T. Armijo Building:.

17.

Corrlllot

He is the
Moving, pack,

Man.

& CO.,

NEW

TUB BUYING.
have full sway here. Wo can supply,
Ret ii) ami connect any elzo cf tub
you need from a wee one for baby

F. COPP, D. D. S.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOOOOOOCXX-

CLEANING

T ho

REPOSITORY.

J. KORBER

TOT I A ORAOI
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIKD STREET.

Sorest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUB.
LES, or MONE1 BACK.
STEAM

LARGE

THE LONG AND SHORT OF

"t-'a-

With Rheumatism.
arn yet affiieted with
says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
Herald. AddinKton, In"but thanks to Cham- t;aim am atile once
more to attend to business. It is the
lest of liniments." If troubled with
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief it affords.
One application relieves the
pain. For sale by all druggists.

FRONT STORE.
Railroad Ave.
Both phones.

&

CURE the LUNGS

Afflicted
"I was and
rheumatism,"
editor of the
dian Territory,

--

Drug Co.

ALBUQUERQUE.

KILL the COUCH
mo
WITH

NOV.

TAKE A LOOK THROUGH OUR

El

BLUE
117 W.

VEGAS.

sneak thb f invaded the Commercial eltili at Las Vegas on Sunday
m iming.
He stole a railroad pass,
$10 in cash and a number of trinke's
belonging to Alfred Luckett and $5
from the billiard room of the club.
He also opened all the letters in the
'""ii t i uneni anil scattered tliem
over he floor.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

j.oo

The Williams

2.

SCREEN DOORS

Frost King
or Frost Queen
Chamois Vest 4

rn,

Come and see us.

Ge nf ral Bgilding Supplies

and njo7 the cold
dara
wrariDi a pertucl dttuif ,
., MTW . -tailor made

i on Hai.e

"St j

8pr.V 'wagonf

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Kpbjr warm

The

LJl?

months? If you 'do A
v
clrwew
!.

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner rirtt and Ttjera Road.

for you
why not for your
friends BACK EAST?

vou Intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer
pass us by. We don't urge you to

have manv cocxl stvlea wiihln th ,.
e.es n.maUiuts, Stanhopes." bS
IH'"1 8,ay away because you are not rich.

good enough

Located on the Belen

sec-1lo- n

,

TI)ESEAHE

LTT

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

i

PENNSYLVANIA COMPANY'S
SYSTEM OF PENSIONS.
Statistics of the Pennsylvania Railroad Pension department, compiled to
lVctmber 31, ISoj. show that during
'he six years of its operation there
hag been authorized to be paid in
allowances to the retired em

TX

Aguns-caliente-

ff

IM

"ReBlSs'

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

B. A. SLEYSTER

(

the completion on J:innaiv 07
and the formal opening of the railway
between Port Soudan and Berber. 327
mib-of line were laid in a desert
country in less than sixeeii months'
of actual construe ti n work. The new
line et nds from a point on the Nile'
near the mouth of the river Atbara.l
eastward to Port Soudan, on the Red
wn. The cost was $7.'oo,ooo. and
tr.,projeci is regarded as marking
Hie beginning of British development
thS.mdan.
It brings Khartum
of
fiOu mib s nearer to lhe sea.
The Pennsylvania anil the Ha' more A. Oiiio railroad officials note a!
marked lowering of the tide of travel!
Ietween Washington and New York
inee the "no pass" order became
effestive
The congressional limited,
leaving Washington at 4 o'clock In
the afternoon has long been a favorite train with statesmen, and in the
(F'od old days before the frost it often
left the city In two or three sections
and crowded at that. This is an exrra
fare train and sometimes more passes
were honored than were fares
Now all is changed. One
is the rule and men who formerly
had passes are beginning to believe
that, after all, Washington is a fairly
Kuod place in which to spend Sunday.

-

THORNE.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

My

FOUND AT LAST

Woolen, laundered without shrinking. We fcave
to our a),
ready well equipped launder, a machine with whichadded
we can handle
,11" hout flhr,n,tn8- When we are through with them ther
are just
new. if other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
nd we will atralghten them out for you.

JOHNSON

We are offering some very s peclal prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to set out prices before you l uy.

one-fii't-

and Fancy

--j.y

'a&ar

ivi.

mgmgs

--

ttt.
ZZZZZ.

secretary
,

JZZZZZ.

W

Sir

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Generally fair tonigrt and Friday.

SAFETY IN OUR SHOES
Our shoea .fiiust be good shoes, for
we give another pair for any that
prove otherwise. How could we do
the growing business we are doing
if we had to exchange new shoes for
second-handones very often? Our
safety lies just where yours lies; in
the goodwess of our shoes. So we
are careful' about what we buy and
what we sell.
1

$3-5-

F

SAUCES
'

ARRIVAL

to $4.00
$2.25 to $330

MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES OR OXFORDS
MEN'S VICI KID OR
SHOES
MEN'S COLT SKIN OR SATIN CALF SHOES
WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
WOMEN'S VICI KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
WOMEN'S STRAP SANDALS AND SLIPPERS
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
BOX-CAL-

Sun rise, 6:12; set, 6:6; length of
sunshine, 11 hours and 54 minutes;
moon will rise tonight at 11:47. The
'day has been bright, warm and
j windy.
We often ask the question,
"What good is there In winds?" regarding high ones as enemies. The
high winds make tho trees away back
and forth. Thla action pumps the sap
from the roots of the tree to its top
most limits. The friction of the winds
gains" the earth generates elec
tricity, which, In the form of oione,
purifies the air.

$1.65 to $2.50
$2.73 to $4.00

$15

to $350

$1.10 to

$3-0-

OF TRAINS.

The I o'clock report of Hie arrival
of ftanla rV panoitiger train is as
follows:
I'lrat No. 1 On time.
Sooiini No. 1 five minute r l"it-rNot. 7 and 9 On timo.
No. I On. time.

0

...$1.00 to $2.75

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. P. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what, brands aro reliable and personally jruarantee thorn.
WTien

.

THURSDAY.

axe, and offered these weapons of
warfare to the rorce. at the same
time enjoying a fcrxi laugh at the
expense of the gallant warrior from
the Knobs of eastern Tennessee.

Telles clears Smith of any com
plicity In the crimi'. by conre.eoni;
that he alum was responsible for
the wan' death. Smith was being
held by I lie territory art the only eyo
wlfnesH to tlit murder.
A.
Allen. represeii'in.r
K. K. K.
Schilling i Co., t'.i und coffee deal- ,
Knincij-co- .
is in Alb'i'iuer-queers

AND

T,OCAJ

rfTIKN".

KVKMM!

ALBUQUKKQUK
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WILL CELEGRATE

THIS

O

GARY'S EMANCIPATION.
New Urunswick, N. J.. March 1.1.
Tae Hungarian residents of this city

of Sim
Mr. All' n lived In
on buMness.
the Duke City ninny car ago, ami
tth all the "ul'l
Is
acnitainted
timers" of from fourteen to twenty
years back. Mr. Allen enjoyed a
gostdp with his old friend, "Hiliyy"
Saoguinelte, yesterday afternoon. Mr.
Allen ox peris to Ih- - transferred to his
home In Spokane, Wash., by the company.
W. K. Wood of Colden. N. M.. connected with the Ciold Hullicm MltiiliK
company, of which Col. J. A. Wood,
his father, is general manager, arrived In the city yesterday evcniiiH,
and will .spend severaf fays hire on
l)3lnevH. Mr. Wood states that ir. tiling activities are going ou in ine
(lolden district, and that the new
machinery ordered Home time ; fo by
the Gold Bullion .Mini"!? company ii
fa.-being instated and put. in pla.ee.
and that xn that company will have
Its mines equipped with as fine machinery as there- is to be lotin.! in
New Mexico.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.

n,(Tilllr

ullO,

II I

a

T

Ir K

SPLAY
N EW

all the very new styles
season,
which before Its
and patterns of a
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the
way of novelties
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of style Is
decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full hlped; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of color
Is decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - BRINGING

Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings.
for $1.2,1.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
that
screen door,
or
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast. together with trim
mings, for $1.25.
IK..

1906.

SPRING SUIT S

intend to ctlebrate today the annlver-- j
sary of Hungary's emancipation, which
to;k place on March 15, 1MH. Then?,
will lo a ptiade this afternoon, followed by a mass iiietting in the iVo-- ;
pie's Miaul n building The Rev. Paul'
Humborsky will w one of the prin-- i
i
cipal orators of the occasion.

Wii

1

15,

WISEIC
.D r

FIRST

HUN-

FEBRUARY

U

screen doors that have always cost.
heretofore. $2.00 to $2.21, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
o

FORTH

You can save a whole lot of darnCHOICE
OAT
HAY.
CHOICE
ing by buying the celebrated lllack BRIGHT
RIO
ALFALFA, CHOICE
from Cat stockings, for men, women
Hon. Solomon. J.nua la ii
and PUERCO HAY, CHOICE KANSAS
IjOs Iunas today.
children. They wear longer, wash HAY. CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
returned this better anil look neater than any other 602 oOUTH FIRST STREET.
M. O. Chadbourne
brand on the market. At irc (o 5'lc
morning from a business trip to
a pair, at C. May's Shoe Store. 314
"ARNOLDS BEST- - HIGH PATENT;
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND)
Mr. and Mrs. I). A. Macpherson ami West Railroad avenue.
MUSCLE.
D. H. Grant; left last night for a visit
to Fay wood J lot Springs.
ALBUQUERQUE MILLINERY
TREAT WILL
A GASTRONOMICAL
W. P. Metilf was a passenger
DAILY AT THE WHITE
BE
SERVED
TODAY
REASON
expects
BEGAN
to
He
morninK.
north this
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS" LUNCH
be back' In the city this evening.
FROM 11 TO 2:30.
O
C. Hill was a visitor In the me
WHILE HOUSE DECORATIONS ARE
tropolis yesterday from lsleta, comSubscribe for The Citizen and getjgj
SIMPLE, MILLINERY FINERY IS
ing In to transact some personal
MORE GORGEOUS
THAN EVER the news.
)
business.
OKIOLE CANNED
GOODS
ARE
THE BEST
BEFORE.
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
Col. K. K. Twltchell returned to Las
BEThe spring millinery siason is on AT RUPPE'S DRUG STORE
Vegas this morning after having Bpent
began this afternoon and promises FORE APRIL .1ST, AND AVOID
a couple of days in the city transact
to be one of the greatest in the his- COST OF SUIT.
ing law business.
,
0
so in
and
Marriage licenses have been issued tory of feathers
TOE GUr", AT RUPPE'S.
are
beauty
and
creation
in
ndvance
to Clara K. Thanke and Hans Vltwer, the style to be in vogue, to say noth
' GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNE I
lot.h of Albuquerque, and to Guadalupe ing
which is so COMPANY.
0
Sanchez cf Atrisco and Alfredo Her- - large of the it assortment,
will be a puzzle for the
that
A bsolutcly
rera of San Ignacio.
buyer to decide which of them Is the
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
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IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
DETHE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL
PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA- TIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
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Whitman's Candies
The finest canfly made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates uud
the purest of the
pure.
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